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THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
. . 
To the more than 100 ;·ooo ~;ooo A.!Iiertcan readers of the 
,. l. 
daily and Sunday newspaper comic strips their creators are 
usually no .more than penned sugnatures.. True·~·, an Al Capp;' a 
Milton ~an~5f, a Rube Goldberg and a Walt Kelly have achieved 
·w:!-despread publicity ~n their own ri'ght~i ~d.mittedly~-. .many 
articles have appeared in magazines and newspapers about 
var~ous cartoonists whose strips have won nation-wide acclaim. 
And there have been two books of a biographical nature plus 
.~· 
a superbly appreciative study of comic art:1 lliartin Sheridan's 
2.. 3. ·-
Comic.s. ~<CTheir Creators and ~oulton Waugb~,s The 0o.mics Ane 
the two .. study of cartoonists while Stephen Becker'.s The· Comic 4. . . .·. -
~~ Tradit1.bn in America is primarily an appreciation o:r the 
comi~. st;ip -~s .artj However our study of the Ameri'can cartoon-
·~· 
ists regrettably could not use the inf'ormation of Sheridan anc 
Waugh because it was outdated; wh~_le B'~'c1rer 1_s emphasis concerr: ~­
the cartoonists_.~ creations not their biography~1 
. l. 
2. 
4.· 
Anonymous, n_Milestones of the Comics ;·~1• press release· 
of the National Comics Council~ March~lO, 1957, page 1 
~Iartin Sh~+>idan, Comics and Their Creators,Boston: 
Hale, 1944; 304 pages. 
Coulton Waugh, The Comi'cs,New York: the Macmillan 
Company, 1947; 360 pages .. 
Stephen Becker, Tfie~Comic A,.rt Tr~ditien in J:merica, 
New York!. Simon & S:~huster, 1959, 344 pages. 
c 
2. 
There has b:een 100 def'initi ve mass medium. study of' the 
carto~nist ;' although there has been much unif'ormed hue and 
cry over the supposed evil eff'ects of' newspaper comic strips 
) often confused with. comic books). In 1959 this whole problem 
of the eff'ects of the ~erican comic strip on our national 
lif'e \'TaS undertaJten by- the Communications Research Center at 
the Boston university School of' PUb~ic Relations and Commun-
. ~ 
ications \'Tith Dr;· navid M •. White in. charge. Dr;· W:b.J:te; the 
pro'ject director; aidec1 by a grant from the Newspaper Comics 
Council, is engaged in an over-all mass media study of the 
comics~~ 
The purpose of th:Ls study of' the cartoonists is to clear 
away manybof the unfortunate and inaccurate mi'sconceptions. 
As· i·t is primarily a demographic study of' the cartoonist, we 
intend to exa.tn.ine the cartoonist t s background, his education, 
his early training, and his 01>m f'amily, and his opinions about 
comic strips and the syndicates haJ.'ldling them~' 
For the purposes of thi·s study the replies of 63 
cartoontsts were analyzed f'rom questiqnnaires sent no 125 
members of' the National Cartoonist Society and 176 other 
cartoonists listed in the syndicate di'rectory of' Edi'tor & 
5. ' 
Publisher, JUly 26; 1958~; We obtai'ned:. 20.93% response vJi th 
63 returns out of 301 mailings. Of the 63 returns; 36 (53·55%~ 
were members of the National Cartoonist S0ci'ety to whom 125 
questionnaires were sent. 
5. 33rd Annual Syndicate Directory, Edi'tor ~. Publisher..t. 
..:.o,..+-i ,<,., fTlT.Tf"''" _T,~1;r ?S l'OSR · na~e~ 35 ·37. 
Twenty seven returns o~ the l76 ~orms sent to the cartoonists 
via the syndicates:; were returned; which is 8:'97% o~ the 30l. 
28~'80% or 36 o~ the 125 Cartoonist S~ci'ety people answered 
·o 
although they made up only ll:!63% o~ the totaL The non-membe ~->s 
returned onLy 27 questionnaires o~ the l76 which is l5;128% . ' 
Thus we can see that the ~atfonal Cartoonist Soci'ety percent-
age ~or returns was l3% ~gher than that o~ non-members. This 
higher avere;e can be partl~.- attribut,ed to the Cartoonist 
Soci1ety questionnaire b.elllg mailed di.rectly to the cartoonist s 
home through the courtesy of' 1-iort Walker; then president o~ 
the soci'ety •. It should be pointed out that the mailing list 
··' 
of the Soci'ety remains the prm'vate in~ormation dl~ the .Spciet;y 
and was noy sought by the Coiillnuni'catibns Research. Center. 
Before going any further tt might be well to deine the 
"; 
term; comic strip~' Stephen Becker gives an apt de~ini tion: 
Acomic strip is broadlY. speaking a series 
9f' boxes called1:panels,~ telling one story 
at a time, in a. day or.a month •. For 
purposes o~ that story the panel:s are 
peopled withbone cast. They appear 
regularly~ 'VIlith occasional exceptions, 
they make use of' dialogue in 1~baloons11. 
or. o~ a written narrative. 15. • . 
The reader on looking over the questi'onnaire will ~fud 
it cli'vided into :four sections. Tfie ~irst, Personal Data, 
covers questions lt'bdf):y; the second, Family Data; covers 
questions ll to 20; the third. Pre-Cari?oonlng 1~Iork Exper~ep.ce 
covers 21 and 22; and the ~ourth; Pro~essional Data; covers 
J the remainlgE_questions 23 to 41~~ . . 
6. Stephen Becker; The Comic Art Traa±t£on -:tn~~I\Jneriea; 
4. 
Two of the questi1ons remain anonymous in this survey. The:y 
are #1, the name of the cro"toonist; and #26 ;- the name of the 
strip or strips;; Instead of names each respondent has been 
given· a number fromu 1 to 63. 
As we go over wach.question; we shall explain the under-
lying purpose~' It was anti'cipated that the open-ended question~: 
would draw the most emphasis as they relate often to attitudes. 
The rest of this ilitroductibn will present the questions; 
excepting #1 and #26. 
. •· Question 2, dealing with birthplace~ attempts' to discover 
if our cartoonist was born in any particular locality. This 
questqion was subdivided into five sections: (1) fore~gn, (2) 
south; (3) northeast, (4) c:entral midwest; .. ~d (5) west,'! ~ 
preliminary conjecture was that most cartoonists came from the 
Ne;..; York area; if so they would fall. into secti'on 3· 
The third question;· dealing with age, attempts to learn 
\AThether our cartoonists are primarily young, middle aged or 
elderly. Without breaking down the ag~_ cat ego1...,i es, there are 
ll sections ranfing from under 2o to over 65. In the chapter 
dealing with age, we shall illustrate how some of the older 
cartoonists got their chances in newspaper art offices while 
young men. This will be compared ·with the present trend) 
Question 4 asks how many of our cartoonist are women.' Her 
we are trying to d.eterm.ine the infiuence of ·women in the mediUJ . 
The next questi'on;· 5, dealing wi'th marital ststus ;' is 
di~ded into six parts: (l) married & living with spouse, (2) 
married & seperated, (3) divorced & no-vr unmarried; (4) never 
married, (5) divorced::~& now remarried;- and (6) widow or 
vlido't'rer.' Here the purpose was to discover whether cartoonists 
had any di'f'ferent marital patt:erns than the general populatior 
Since we al"'e dealing with artistic; creative a..."rJ.d perhaps high] ir 
indi'vidualistic people would this be a factor· in their marriae 13 
patterns? 
Question 6 inquires i'nto the nlhm.ber of children cax•tooni.:: !JS 
have. If -vre assume that the majori'ty of Americans have at leaE r:. 
twe children we can measure this standard against the average~: 
of' the cartoonists. 
In #7 we deal with"education from the grammar school leVJE~ 
to that of' college gl:'aduate~1 Thi's question is-·d.ividet1tinto two 
sections: 7 (a) pertains to the highest ·level of' education 
attained; and 7 (b) concerns art education. 
7 (b) may be better understood if •ire state it: (1) 
correspondence school:. some, (2) correspondence school 
completed, (3) art school some, and (4) art school completed. 
Correspondence schools may not be too well kno--vm to the public 
but many cartoonists are reported as haVing studied at them. 
Art school refei·s to a resident art school wi t1L a f'ormal 
~~ 
curriculum. 
--
6. 
Questi'ons 8 ;• 9; and 10 deal with honors won during high 
school;· college and art school;1 The purpose behind these ques 
tions was to determine i'f' the. cartoonist had achieved~. recog-
ni ti'on during their educational periods;· 
We enter the ~amily Data section with questi'on 11. both 
question ll ru1d 12 are similar in ttieir categories: (l) 
foreign, (2) U.s •. rural andj ·or small·. town, (3) medium~ (4) 
large, and _(5) no answel". Question ll 'concer~s. the artist ~r 
\n'iter,~)s life hwfore age 10~ while /112 treats the age group 
up to age 18. BOth questions attempt to <il.scover whether 
cartoonists came from small to1~1s or large cities. 
Occupati:on is dealt with in #13 and #14; the first dealir ~ 
with the father t s employment and the latter with the mothert s. 
#14 adds the stipulation11other than housewife.~~ 
As in the previous two questions we had identical 
categories: (1) professional; (2) clerical; (3) service; (4) 
. . 
skilled; (5) unskilled, (6) managerial, officials, proprietorE; 
(7) farm; (S) operatives.& kindreds; (9) sales; and (l~) 
retired. The categ9ries were based on U.S. government census 
classifications. 
In #15, we sought to find the political sympathies of' the 
cartoonists and their families. We had tbree sections to the 
question: (1) Republican for- father, mother and self; (2) 
Democrat for-father, mother and self; and (3) different than 
parents. 
The size of the cartoonist's family is the subject of 
#1~. Did he come from a large or small family? We had three 
categories: (1) small, parent and one child; (2) medil.llll, t"~ .. TO 
or three; and (4) large, four or more. 
Family financial circumstances are the subject of #17. 
We asked our respondents to grade their family's income 
(actually only the father's income) during (a) grammar school 
.. 
(b) high school; and (c) after 11igh school but before being or 
their own. The categories include poor, moderately poor, 
average, moderately wealthy; and wealthy. We did not use 
specific figures because they would have had different 
meanings to different age groups. We used three different 
periods to determine if there i•Tas any significant upward or 
doiqnward mobility. The third period; after high school, was 
considered the crucial time for the father_,'.s earning power. 
In #18 relig_ous affiliation interested us because we 
'• 
wished to identify the religous membership. We ditided. the 
categories into Protestant; Catholic; Jewish, other, and none 
#19 concerns freq)jlency of church attenda:n.ce. 
The last of the Family Data questions, #20, asks when ow 
.. . 
cartoonist first began to support himself. The first group is 
under 18, the second under 21; and the third is over 21. How 
old was our cartoonist when he became financially self 
sufficient? We anticipated that this question might l"'eflect 
on the independence as well as the early financial circumstan 
8. 
ces of the cartoonist. 
\ 1Ti th #21, we have a question desc:eibing previous work 
e~-perience. For purposes of clarity v.re have divided the 
question into three sections: (a) Writing, (b) artwork, and (c 
b~t~r~ This question was open-ended because we did not want to 
restrict the answel"S as to job classificati.ons. In each sectio 
we listed first the job appearing most frequently and then the 
less popular in descending order. 
Whereas #21 deals with the job experience, #22 asks what 
the value of the job was to the cartoonist in profession? We 
hypothesized that the artists would consider their previous 
art training invaluable, \.fhile cont'inui ty writers might find 
newspaper deadline schedules good training for syndicate 
schedules~· Also there might be intangibles such as an under-
standing of people. 
The fourth sectiom, Professional Data, contains all the 
remaining questionss, 23-44~ ~ere our interests center on the 
work and the attitudes of the pro~essional cartoonist. 
#23 asks how our cartoonist arrived in his professi&n, if 
we may· call it that ••.. Also-this questioJ.?. sought information on 
how difficult it was to ~:oter the fiel'd. 
The 24th.question concerns what aspect of the strip the 
cartoonist concerns himself. This is divided into three sec:bio~s: 
(1) continuity, (2) art; and (3) both. Our biographical 
research led us to believe most strips were one-man jobs. 
However, was the pattern changing, and are artists now 
concentrating on art and writers on continuity? 
#25 concerning supplementar~ art techniques was suggested 
by Milton Caniff. We used this question to indicate the 
artist 1 s sophistication with his craft. 
Skipping #26, the name of the strip or strips, we progres 
to #27 c.oncerning circulation. First we asked if the cartooni tt 
had more than one strip. We had two sections under circulatio : 
one for daily papers and the other for the Sunday edition. 
There are seven classifications.: (1) under 100, (2) lOl-150, 
(3) 151-2oo; (4) 201-300, (5) 301-400, (6) 401-500, and (7) 
over 500. 
In #28 "VIe wish to discover if the cartoonist working on 
more than one strip concentrated on continuity or art orjust 
did a second strip completely. 
Questions 29; 30, and 31 deal with ghosting. The average 
reader may not realize it but his favorite strip may be 
written and drawn by a stranger. ~ adept ghost may be doing 
the strip while the original creator recieves all the glory. 
We wondered hovr many of of the cartoonists had broken into 
t~clication via ghosting and what its effects had been upon t~~ 
t;hem. 
#29 asks who §b.cls'§~dted; #30 inquired if they had any 
particular feelings about ghosting; and #31 asks why they 
had ghost eel~~ 
10. 
The thirty-second question asks uh~ ~a~to0nt~mnwnat kind 
of a strip he would syart if he could begin anew. Probably 
every; cartoonist has wanted at least once to do something 
different:1 
#33, 34, and 35 deal with the cartoonist and ltis syndicat • 
#33 asks whether the cartoonist was satidfied with his syn-
dicate or did he have serious complaints? #34 inquired into 
the satisf'acto±y arrangements of' the syndicate while #35 is 
the converse discussing the bad :features. 
In #36 we ask the most visionary question, the future of 
the American comic strip. Do they see the future as good or 
poor? After all, the·number of newspapers hadshrunk, people 
were turning to new entertainment media such as televison, and 
there had been scandals concerning comics - at least comic 
books~ 
#37 is a personal question since it concerns income. We 
·wondered hm'l high and also how lov:r cartoonists 1 incomes were. 
The categories 1'TBre as follow: (l) no answer, (2) under $7 ,5¢>0 
(3) $7,500-$lo;ooo, (4) $lo~ooo~$15,ooo; (5) $15,000-$25,ooo, 
(6) $25,ooo~$5o,ooo;- (7) ·. $so;ooo~$75,ooo,- (8) · $75,ooo_:_$loo,ooo 
- . . . . 
(9) $100,000- $150,000, and (10) over $150,000. 
' . Q,uestion 38 asks the cartoonist to break dov:rn the sources 
of his income. Does he exist solely on his syndicate earnings 
or does he he have enoL~h money to llLVest in stocks? Or is 
cartooning merely another part of the job program? 
11. 
#39-43 pertain to leisure pursuits. #39 concerns news-
.. 
paper ~eadership; #40 deals with maa9zine readership; #41 
inquires into club membership; #42 asks about hobbies; and 
finally #43 inquires about sports. 
The last question, #41-~; requested any further comments by 
cartoonists. we felt that we might have overlooked sometDing 
or possibly there might be some collective complaint unknown 
to non-cartooning people. 
12. 
CHAPTER I;I: 
PERSONAL DATA RELATING TO THE CJL~TOONIST 
Personal Data covers questions 1 through 10, and 
inquires into the cartoonist 1 s own background. Omitting #1, tr~ 
name or the cartoonist, each question is designed to help form 
a profile of the cartoonist. Birthplace (#2), age (#3), sex 
.. (#4), marital status (#5), number of children (#6), education 
(#7) , honors won during high school (#8) , honors ~mn during 
~ ... -. .. 
college (#9), and honors won during art school (#10) complete 
the Personal Data section~ 
Since #1 is anonymous; #2 is the first question which 
need concern us. This question concerning birthplace asked 
where our cartoonists wer.e born. @his question is di vi"ded 
t, . . 
into five sections, plus a no answer section: (1) foreign, (2) 
southern, (3) northeastern, (4) central-midwest, (5) west, anc 
(6) no ansi•Ter. It was an initial hypothethis that our cartoon 
creatprs came primarily from the northeastern part of the 
country.. This ws based on the fact that the publishing cente1J3 
of the country; the leading advertising agencies, and the art 
schools are located in the northeast section of' America. 
Ho1-vever, our findings brought different conclusions, as the 
table on the next page will show~1 
13. 
Categories 
1. Foreign 
2. Southern 
3. Northeastern 
4. Central-mid'ltlest 
5- West 
6. No Answer 
TABLE 1 
BIRTHPLACE 
Number of Subjects 
2 
2 
21 
30 
7 
ll 
N~ 
Percentages Coding 
Key 
3-23%. 
3 · 23% T-l-3 
33.87%. 
48.39%. 
11.2~~ 
0.007$) 
lOO.Or:Jfo 
To explain this table; we see that there are six catego:rie? 
each listing its number of subjects; the resulting percentage 
of the N (total number of respondents answering this particular 
question), is also given. 1he coding key :refers to the Royal 
McBee card where the question was pinched. The card has 27 
pmnches on top and on bottom; there are 23 punches on easch 
side. Raw data was transferred to the card, punched~ the cards 
sorted, and the :results were tabulated:' With an N of 62 for #2, 
we see that ~~ogf the 63 respondents answered this question~ 
Respondent 58 refused· to answer any of the questi'ons and 
included a scathing comment which will be found in #44; 
additional comments. 
Refe:rrfug to Table 1, we see that the greatest number of 
the cartoonists were horn in the midwest with 30 respondents; 
almost half our cartoonist claiming this as their birthplace. 
In second place come the northeasterners i>Ti th 21, a little morE 
than a third. The vlesterners linger behind wi ~h only seven, a 
bit better than 11%. Respondents from the south and from foreie P. 
countries each have two, slightly better than 3%· We included 
the no answer category here to show not all cartoonists cared 
14. 
to answer. In :many questions only-this one person, #58, failed 
to ans1ier, but in others the number is larger. 
Not man.y cartoonists were born. in exotic circumstances~· 
For example, Otto Soglow; the creator of nThe ,. Little King,~1• 
. 
was born in a t~:e.m:g:znt at 83rd Street and Avenue A~ which is 
now York Avenue in New York City. Until his late teens he liveii 
~· 7. 
in cold water flats. 
Some cartoonists have come from small towns to eventuall:Y 
work on big city papers and win recognition. Chester Gould, 
famous for ~t.Dick Tracy, n was born in Pa~tmeee; Oklahoma. He 
- . . 
later attended collge two years before leaving i'or Chicago anc 
8. 
eventual success. 
Continuing our surv.ey; we deal next ~tvil.h age in #3 ~~ With 
:•,,. 
our survey results and the biographical data of the earlier 
cartoonists we \-Iill note some interesting differ~nces~' This 
quesnion determines the average age of the respondents. In 
this question we have some 11 categori'es plus one no answer 
category: (1) under 20, (2) 20-24, (3) 25-29, (4) ~0-34, (5) 
35-39, (6) 40-44, (7) 45-49, (8) 50-54, (9) 55-59, (10) 60-64 
(ll) 65 t over, and (12) no answer . 
.. 
This question seeks to discover whether our cartoonists 
are young men with new ideas or are older men with establishe 
strips. 
7. Otto Soglow, ~~~Somebody Down Ttiere Likes M.e; ~~ The Gartoonis.., 
sp-ring' l95 7-; -~-pages lJ-..,_6 ~~ ·. -- -" - - .. ' 
- - '' 
8. George Bradeham-g; n:Gould-Tracy, Partners in Crlme for 25 
""' v • 
15~ 
TABLE 2 
-A§E 
?ategori'es Number of §ubject.s J::el"Cent.ages Coding Key 
l. Under 20 
2. 20-24 
3· 25-29 
4~· 30-34 
5· 35-39 
6. 40-44 
7· 45-49 
8. 50-54 
9· 55-59 
10. 60-64 
11. 65 & over 
12. No Answer, 
0 o;oo% T 5-8 
0 0~ 100%. 
2 3.23% 
2 3.23% 
5 8.65% 
15 23~'87%. 
8 12~ 9o% 
12 19.38%. 
9 14.52%. 
3 4.84% 
6 9~!68% 
63:_ 0.'0~ 
N - b2 100. OO;o 
Looking at our categ9rfes, we see that tlmre are no 
entries until the age of 25 with its two, and then there are 
tvro for the l.Q.::24 age bl"acket. This i.s more than doubled with 
the 2~ group. T~e largest group iS. between 40 and 44 with 
,.. 
15 entries (23.87%). The next group diminishes considerabley 
but the 50-54 group is four fifths as large as the 40-44 one. 
The trend continues with the next group 1'li th nine, but drops 
to three with the lliJ.der §S_group. But significantly enough 
there is no retirement age in cartooning~ and there are six 
still working. Wi1th one no answer, "rtTe have 62 respondents; 
98% of the respondents~ 
Y.Thy are there no cartoonists under the age of 25, and 
whu should cartoonists continue to work after age 65? One 
reason is that it is very difficult for a newcomer to get his 
strip acce~ted. On the other hand a well-established strip 
16. 
with great circulation is a moneym.aker and will continue as 
long as it is successful. Another reason is j;he different 
situation regarding newspapers 30 y~s ago. Then news~apers 
could afford them~ own strips; today the high cost of pro-
duction and the dwindling number~of papers decrease the 
cartoonist~_s opportunity. 
So our conclusion would be that it is very difficult to 
gain admi'ttance to the ranks of syndicated cartoondom. Most 
of the respondents are middle-aged men, not young men. Fortu-
natelt for the succcessful cartoonist there is no retirement 
age. 
As an example of an artist who was successful at an earl 
.. 
age one might cite Ernie Bushmille;r. Bushmiller started 
·.' .. 
~~Fritzi R{rtz:! L11. 1922 at the age of 17 and drew it for eight 
years until the Ne\'1 York World folded in 1931~' Then the Unite· 
9· 
Features' Syndicate picked up· distributi'on· rights to the strip 
. . 
In 1~96 the great circulation war between Joseph Puli tze 
and William Randolph Hearst brought the ~.~Yellow Kid'~ :i!nto 
~ 
being~· The next year the New York Journal dragooned staff 
artist Rudolp Dirks; only 19; into composing a cartoon based 
on V'Iillliam Busc1l 1 s venerable ~.:Max und Moritz11 drawings. This 
-
strip remains the oldest sUl~ving comic strip; ~11.d-is still 
drmm. by the original creator aided by his son, John Dirks. 
9~· Anoymous; n.Nanliy;· Sluggo; and Ernie, 11 Newsweek, June 28, 
·· i948; page 60. 
17~' 
German-born Di'rks \ITas the :first U .;S. cartoonist to 
- - ._; .,1 
develop aplot Y.Titb. a series oi' consecutive panels; a permanent 
cast oi' characters; and the i'irst to enclbse all his dialogue 
fu balloons~' Thi1s_.strip survived newspaper rfva.Iries ,a competi g· 
strip;· two wars against Germany;· and the radical changes in 
10. 
American taste. 
What are the chances oi'a young cartoonist getttng. acce!}t;:-;.; 
tance today? Well, let:.s look at the case oi' Charles Schulz; 
the creator o:f ~~Peanuts. n_ ~·;hulz, age 27 in 1950·~· whe;ri the 
strip appeared, :tia.'eed. i'ormidable obstacles~· UniteEI. Features' 
Syndicate receives about 20 new ideas a \'reek and can accept 
ll;l 
only one a year~' That vras a thousand to one chance. 
Of our entire group of' cartoonists; how many \'ITOUld be 
men and how many would be w·pmen? The answer shows cartooni'ng 
to be clearly a man t s proi'ession~ 
Categories 
1. Male 
2. Female 
TABLE 3 
SEX 
NUffiber of Subjects 
·U. 
61 
2 
b3 
Percentages COding Key 
. . 96.B~l T4 if female 
3.17E . 
100.'00% 
~nly two oi' ot.tr cartoonists were women; implicating that 
at the present time cartooning is a man 1 s game. Interesti'ngly 
enough; both our ~emale cartoonists are married. 
10~ Anonymous;· ~~Di~--ks 1. Bad Boys;~ Time; March 4; ~.~57, page 4E 1-1~. :E:tugh Morrow, 1~The Success of ~an Utter Failure!· The 
S~turday Evening I'ost, Jan. 22, 1957; pages 34,35,70,71 & 72. 
,. 
18~j 
W~~ should male cartoonists pnedominate? Perhaps it is 
because women marry and have their time taken up in taking 
care of a home and raising a family~ Neither of o1..1.r women 
respondents said anythi'ng about the profession. of cartooning 
..!.. 
being closed to their sex. I:ti. would appear rather that the 
t 
long period now needed to break into cartoon~ng eliminates 
womrn. 
The next questj}on deals with marital status; and it we 
. . 
attempted tp learn whether our cartoonists had stable marriage-
or were the cartoonists divorce-pr~ne? T~e popular stereotype 
. h 
of the artist is of a highly neurotic p~rson~ Boes the car-
toonist fit the stereotype2 
TABLE 4 
MARITAL STATUS 
categori'es NUmber of Subjeet-s P·~rcentages Coding Key: 
1. Married 
& living 
,..lith 
spouse 
2. Marri'ed & 
seperated 
3· Divorced & 
now 
unmarried 
4~' Never 
marr,ied 
5. Divorced & 
remarried 
6:1 Widow or 
wldower 
7. No Answer 
N ~ 
...;, 
51 
0 
2 
3 
5 
1 
0 
"63 
83.87% 
o.oo% 
3:.23% 
4.84% 
8.07% 
1.61% 
e.o~· 
100.06% 
T 9-11 
We see that the vast majorl.ty of' cartoonl.sts are i'amlly 
men; not the f'li1ghty unstable artists. of' legend:1 Only seven of' 
theb62 have been d1. vo:rced;' whex•eas the national average for 
1960 was higher~i The pel"uentage for the cartoonists ls 11. 2g% 
as op1:osed to a f'lgure of'· 6 •13% for males who were either 
12. 
di'vorced or vvidov1ed in 1960., However as this includes all 
males OVer the age Of' 14 We C~ see that the total U .,S •. cenSUf 
figure ihcludes a much younger age gr·oup =&bail-· SUfi: 2~ and a.bove 
cartoonists. 
The number of unmarri'ed,cartoonists ls only three (4~'i84%) 
13.1. 
as compared to the U.S. average of' 26.25%. I;t'; is interesting 
t 
to compare these figures realizing that ~ne out of' every :ri~e 
cartoonis.t answ:ered. 
More than four out of five cartoonists interviewed 
reported they were married~; Only ti"iO out of' three Americans in 
the general population are married. However our cartoOJj.ist 
sample eliminated people under 25:1 \'.fe had only one wido\·Ter, 
which is, of' course, much lower than the U •. s. , average. 
\IThat can we conclude from these figures? It would appear 
that otu"' cartoonists are essentially solid family men~: This 
may in part be attributed to their being in higher age groups 
th~~ the average. 
12; u.s. Bureau of' Census statistics; In-Formation Please 
Almanac, 1958, New Yorlc.: Macmillan Oo, 1957, !b!Jlge 314. 
13. Ibid., page ~14. 
:::o ... 
Cosidering that our largest age group was in the 40-44 
sector;·· we can see that our marri'ed cartoonist a:re not young 
men who. are putting off marri'age until they are established~ 
They have achieved professi·.2tnal and public recogni'tion as 
mature family men. They are not pro~ligate bachelors. 
In the earlier days of cartooning, artists and writers 
often had succes'sful strips by the time they were married~ 
Today the odds against successful syndicati'on are greater 
than in the old days, and a talented newiomer faces almost 
insurmountable odds. 
Closely related to #5 is #6; dealing with the number of 
children each cartoonist has. C()ns:Lderi'ng the results we 
obtained in #5; we asked ho\!'T many children do these cartooni:: Gs 
have, T~e answer may surprise some skeptics. 
h 
TABLE 5 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN 
Categories Nti,mber of Subjects Percentages 
l.' None 10 6' cJ[ 1 , 13,o 
2. One 10 16~;13% 
3· T\rlO to 
three 29 47.42%. 
4. Four 13 20.65% 
or more oo.o~ 5~' No Answer l 
N - --n2 100.'00% 
Codin£. Key 
T 13-14 
This leads us to.tne conc].-1!sion that not only are the 
cartoonists marri'ed, but they have medium or even large 
sized families~ Interesti;ngly enough, we find the same 
21. 
:figp.re and percentage for,J.the f'irst and second groups. In bo 
Bl='OUps 10 subjects answered;· i/e~' 16~'13%. ~.[ore than four out 
of' five cartoonists who answered this question have children. 
so this is :further evidence evidence that they are family men. 
~lmost half our group had two three children; while more than 
20% had four or more children. We may conclude that the 
cartoonists have not :fely any :fears of being unable to 
their families, as parents feared d'I.UJlng the depression. This 
- . 
f'amilial"i ty with :family life., no doubt, has contributed to 
.. 
the subject material of strips. It can be said to provide an 
undoubted knovlledge of family life which is so often portray 
in strips.' 
4n example of a strip based on a cartoonistl. s child is 
·.:-~t 
seen· in Harry Haenigsen~s teen-age heroine~ ~~,Penny~;11 His 
~ 
married daughter furnished the i'nspirati'on for the strips!,s 
main character~' She helped to raise his atl ... ip to a twenty 
.14. 
milli!on readership. 
Perhaps the most famous child immortalized in a strip is 
H~nk Ketcham', s ~tpenn~s the Menace.,~~ T.here was a real Dennis 
who is now a teen-age boy~ ~d to compound matters ~rther 
the :rather in the strip was.based on Ke~cnam himself. Now tha 
the l"'eal-±ife Dennis is grown; Xetcham~,s subject matter is 
. 15~' 
provided by gag I'Tri"ters. 
14~: Anonymous, npenny and Me,~~. Collier.'s, Feb. 5; 1949~ 
22 
15. Er\"''ill Knoll·;·· ~1.Hank Ketcham Wins Award; n 
April 25; 195:9-~ pag.e 130. 
22. 
In a more recently released strip; ~~dam ~es,~ by LOu 
Fihe the strip_~s liero i's a 45-year old a;tist wno after the 
death_of his wife:moves his three young chi'ldren into a big, 
ornate, old house in a smal1ntown~1 The strip parallels Fine~s 
ovm life since he is also a recent widov1er; though since 
remarried. However he has only two chi;ldren. Fille_' s son ,( like 
.. 16.--
Adam Ames 1 son) rejec~s the life of an artrst. 
" -
Correlating #5 and #6 ;· rre see that the cartoonists are 
essentially family men whose families sometimes even give 
them material for their strips. 
The seventh question covers a most impoBtant subject: 
education. This quest:t~~ is diVided into two parts. - The 
... ~ 
first part concerns the highest level of educat1'on reached, 
the second concens art educat~on. 
16. James Collins, ~ 1Hall 1 s 1 Adam Ames, 1 n_n Editor & Publisher, 
~fl!Y 10, 1959, p;i.ge 76 ... . : 
23~ 
7a. 
Categories 
l. Grammar 
school 
2. Some high 
school 
3· High 
school 
4. Some 
college 
5- College 
graduate 
6. Other 
school 
7- No answer 
TABLE 6 
EDUCATION 
Number o:f Sub j ect·s Percentages .Codi:qg ~ 
- - ' ·. ~ . 
2 3-23% T 17-9 
4 6~ 145% 
16 25.81% 
19 30.65% 
17 27.42% 
4 6.45%. 
l o.oo% 
N- b"2 100.00% 
7a, dealing with the highest level of education attaned, 
shmrTS that the old-ti!n.e pattern has been abandonded. When 
comics were first beginning; unless a young man had fairly 
well-off parents he never finished high·school; not to speak 
of college~· Many of the early cartoonists left school before 
they 1vere 16 and went to work in newspapers as office boys, 
copyboys and apprentice artists. But the pattern today appear 
to have changed. 
Looking at the table, we see that only two respondents 
were limited to a grammar school education, while four 
finished grammar school and had some high school. These six 
account for only 10% of the sample. llliore than twice that many 
wentbto high school and finished.' 
24. 
However, when we note the respondents who went to college, 
we discover that over 58% had some experience at institutions 
of higher learning. 19 had some college; and 17 graduated from 
college.' We had four going to other schools. 
This is not.to imply that a college education is needed 
to succeed in cartooning. To show that some of our cartoonists 
succeeded without the behefits of higher education; consider 
the case of Jim Williams, creator of n,out Oul" Way. tt 
Jim \'lilliams went to work at a young age, like most boys 
of his working class. He never finished the fifth grade;' but 
that perhaps was more of an asset than a handicap because his 
wide variety of experiences a soldier; cowboy; machinist, 
railroad man, and amateur boxer gave him invaluable insi&~t 
into 'ilhat seemed true e..nd what would amuse the average Americar '1 
His famous Bull of the Woods was based on a foreman he knew. 
The lack of higher education did not stop Jim Williams from 
17 ~· 
becoming a successful cartoonist. 
A more modern example is Jack Berrill; rtow 37 who graduat~~ 
v 
from high school and ·worked on the New Y~rk Daily News as a 
0 
copyboy. Martin Branner, creator of ~~Winnie Wi!l..kle~t asked him 
~ ~ 
to work as his assistant. With this experience behind him, Jac} 
18. 
Berrill designed his own strip.~ ~'.G-il Thorp, ~~ about a coach. 
17. 
a a 
Ri'chard Thruelsen, ~~.The Saddest Man in the Funnies, n The Saturday.Evenin~ Post, October 23, 1955; pages 22,23-;1)0, 
62, 63,. 65 and 6.. . . 
"'11 James L. QOllins .. ,. nHeret s Teenage Strip Real~y fo:r Teenage s~ 
EC!ihtor. & Publisher; August 2; 1958, page 1~6; 18. 
One could cite examples on the other hand~· where college 
training helped the cartoonist in his strip~· Morton Walker, 
creator of 1~~eetle Bailey ,:1, originally based hi.s character 
on his own experiences at the University of Missouri. Beetle 
Bailey vTas called Spider originally but was changed at the 
19. 
syndicate~ s assistance to Beetle. 
College training proved invaluable to Lloyd Wendt, writer 
and creator of ~1 . .Jed Scott; Indian Scout:;11 Wendt did his 
. .. 
masterts thes~s on colonial history while at Northwestern. The 
artist~ Ri:chard Fletcher has a hobby of collecting facts on 
Indian lore. Wendt read a small library_ of diaries, manuscript , 
and rare books relating to Indians and early settlers. In 
-
addition he traveled to the historical sites. He even studied 
20. 
Leni-linoop, the langaage of the Delaware Indians. 
It would appear thathigher education is necessary when 
the strip concerns a hero with a specialty such as1tHex ].1organ; 
M.D. n This strip is vrri tten. by a practicing. doctor, Dr. N .P. 
Dallis. It may not be necesa<'!rY to be a doctor. to write 
convincingly aboy:t doctors but it helps. ,}~Rex Morgan, M.,B. 11 
. . . . {;; '21. 
even won an avmrd from the ~erican }iedical Association. 
19. E.B. Thompson, ".The Stor;x Behind .~Beetle BB.i1ey; 111 The 
cartoonist; Winter~ 1956~ pages 14-.a.Jld 28. 
20 • .Jane McMasters, llRare Maps~. Books Aid in t __ .Jed Cooper~, striP~'~ 
Editor & FUb1ish,~r, l.[arch 4 ~ 1960, .'page 42. 
21• Anonymous~. '1.Rex Morgan R~vea1ed, !im.ei .January 25; 1954; 
pages 39-40 ~. 
The cartoonist reflects the world of his contempories, 
and to accurately reflect that world he must have adequate 
education to reach his audience. With a higher level of 
education amomg his readers, the artist does well to utilize 
every bit of education he can acquire. 
The second half of #7 concerns art school education 
whether in a resident art school or through a correspondance 
school. <Thi's ts the first question where the N does not rep-
resent all the sample. The N here represents the total number 
of answ.ers. 
7b TABLE 7 
EDUCATION IN ART 
Categories Number of SubJects ?ercentages Goding We;;[ 
1.' Corres-
pondance 
school 
some 4 7.70'/o T 21024 
2. Corres-
pondemce 
school 
COJ:P.plet.ed 12 23.08% 
3· Residence 
art school 
some 34 65.38% 
4. Resident 
art school 
completed 2 3~;86%. 
N - 52 lOO.Odfo. 
The purpose of this question is to determine the extent 
of art education .. We discovered that over 30% had taken 
instruction from correspondence art schools such as the 
~~don School. Only a small fraction of the 30% did not 
27. 
did.not complete correspondence art scgool once they had 
started it. However; reversing this trend, we see tliat 65% 
attended residence art school~ but only :four per cent graduated 
We can Partially explain it by stating that many o:f our 
cartoonist had to work their way through art school, 
Questions 8;. 9; and 10 deal with honors won- during lj.t~h 
school, college, and art school~ 1 These are the first o:f the 
open-ended q_uestions since we wished to leave our respondents 
free to answer as they saw fit. 
TABlE 8 
HIGH SCHOOL HONORS 
Categories Number of S1:lbjec:P.§ Percentages Codi~ Key 
1.· Scholar-
ships --- 12.0~ T 20 punchec J 
2. Awards 7 28.0 $ if #8, #9, 
3. Social or #10 appl . 
Honors 6 24.oo% 
4. .Athletic 
honors ·6 24.0~ 
s. Nonrelated -~ 12#0d% N - 100~10W 
,' 
. .. 
What are some o:f these honors? Respondent 28 won a 
scholarship to the ~rt studentt.s League; #20 won a National 
Honors award; #28 ·won the St~l Gaudens pri~e for art; and one 
WTi ter educated i'n Ei!.l.gland clamed t,ha t he won every prize 
available in all sub jects~ 1 
#39; #50; and #62 \'ion art contests while. still in art 
~lasses in high school:·: In the social honors fi'eld we find 
that #15 held a class office~' was on the debating society and 
was president of the local Hi Y group. 
. 
2(). 
#16 and #23 were art editors on their school papers. These 
are just some of the respondentsr, replies. 
In §.Jl-llletics, we have #27 winning a varsity letter in 
tennis. /P+5 won about 10 letters; was captain of the golf' 
and swimming teams. 
It seems that our cartoonists did not excel as a group 
in high ~chool~ but the answers nevertheless demonstrate 
thatbour respondents had some interst in extra~curricular 
activities. 
~;0 The next questiom relates to honor$~ won during colleg~· -~ 
We have an N of 18 here; seven less than with high school 
honors~ 
TABLE 9 
COLLEGE HONORS 
Categories Number Sub,jects Percentages . I of Coding Kl2Z 
1. Scholarship 1 5~ 15!5% T 20 .,.. 
2. Awards 4 22.22;% :punched if' 
3· Social #8' #9 ~ and 
honors 9 50~00% #-10 apply. 
4. Athletic 
honors 4 22.22% 
5- Nonrelated 1 5~ N - IB 100~10 
If in tW:s question we discover the N is lo-.;ver than in 
the p;;.evious one; vie v-rill also cli.'S:.cover higher clistintions. 
One of our respondents won a Phi ~eta Kappa key and later 
Taught romance languages at college. In the athletic field 
one of o~lr correspondents was a light heav§weight boxing 
champ.· 
Respondent 9 won a Rector scholarship while at De Pauw 
Univers'ity. #1 v.rona Phi Beta Kappa key; #27 was in the college 
. . .. 
honorary:,· society,rhis junior and seni.or year~' #44 won a number 
of OQil!t~sts design'ing covers for undergraduate publications 
and :programs, and #49 won a Gold Me~_al Activity award and was 
elected to an.hono~ary fraternity:1 
In the social honors category; #10 was president of' his 
fraternity and editor. of' the camp~s hlimor mahazine. #25 was 
-
editor of' the monthly humor magazine; #26 was art . editor of hi :3 
. . . 
yearbook and of' the campus humor magazine, #44 was elected to 
·• 
Sigma Delta Chi and was editor on his yearbook; #49 was 
elected to the student counci'l; and #60 was not only an art 
director but also the president of the glee club and commandin ~ 
offi-c-er of his R.O.T.G. detachment. 
We have only fourc-v;inners of athleti'c honors but tJ;rey 
did -vrell .. #42 was captain of the g9lf team; #45 won about 10 
letters and was captain of the golf and sY.dmming team; #47 won 
letters in football and track, was football capta'in and a 
light heavyweight boxing champ; and #60 won block letters 'in 
athletics. 
Question 10 concerning art school honors will be dealt 
with next, and in table 10. 
30. 
Ca tegori·es 
1. Scholarship 
2. Al'l'ards 
3· Social 
honors 
4. Nonrelated 
TABLE 10 
ART SCHOOL HONORS 
Number o·f' :§ub'j'ects ·Percentages Coding Ke;y: 
4 
4 
l 
2 
N -ll 
35.36% 
36.36% 
9·09%. 
. 18.18% 
100.00% 
T 20 if #8, 
#9 or #lO 
apply . 
Although the number of resondents in #lO is low we still 
--.,.; 
have some exceptional people~; Respondent 24 obt&ined all his 
art trai.ining through scholarships. //51 and #59 each had paryia ~'­
scholarships while at art school. 
In the awards area, #10 won the senior watercolor prize, 
#19 placed first in the Los Angeles comic art category eXhibit" 
and #23 although studying painti'ng was led to thinl-r of 
cartooning as a career aft,er he vmn several cartooning prizes. 
f6l won second prize in an editorial cartooning contest which 
gave him a one-year scholarship. 
we mve only one artist wiruii'ng social honors at art 
scgool, and that was #62 who was elected president of the 
student body.; We had no entries for athletic honors ( art 
schools seldom have athletic programs.) In the nonrelated 
field one of our respondents said she won no honors but some 
nice compliments encouraged her in 1iel."' career~l 
One reason for a relatively low interest in extra-
curricularactivities may be seen in the fact that most 
cartoonists were -vmrking to support themselves, and their 
.......... ~------------------------~ 
. .:.,, 
31. 
time was taken up in earning a living or getting enough money 
to pay their tuition payments. 
Concluding the chapter l/1e can say that the average car-
toonist is a married.. man with. a medium sized family who probab y 
had some college education. If he went to college he probably 
won some honors.' If he went to art school he probably diet not 
win any honors. Tl"t.is may be related to the fact that of the 34 
art students in resi'dent art schools graduated. 
There seems to be quite a jump in ststus from the early 
days to the present time. Cartoonists have come up the hard 
way $.nd 'have ea rned their pres ent ststus~' From their early 
struggles they have reached a middle clasS. exist..ence.' 
32. 
CHAPTER III 
FAMILY DATA RELA.TING TO THE CARTOONIS'Y 
Family Data covers questions ll to 20, and includes 
material on where our cartoonists grew up, their father and 
mother 1, s occupation, the political preferance of thei'r family' 
:bhe size of the family; the family:_s financial circumstances~ 
the family'_s religous preferance, the cartoonistr_s own church 
attende~ce; and finally at what age the cartoonist first left 
home and began to support himself entirely. 
This section will complement the Personal Data section, 
and when completed we will have an opportunity to compare our 
cartoonist~s family with that of his parents. 
Questi'ons 11 and 12 are identical. except that the first 
one covers residence up to the age of 10 ;· and the latter 
includes up to the age of 18~' In these two questions we are 
attempting to learn whether our cartoonists come from small 
town backgrounds or ?r;©an centers? We felt that each of these 
que-gtions ·would give us a picture of the respondent 1 s early 
upbringing whether it might be in a forei'gn country; a rural 
area or a small tovm, a medium sized city or a large city. A 
comparison of #ll and #12 ;,vill afford an index of financial 
33•' 
circumstances in #l7 ·we will gaili some knowledge of' our 
cartoonistLs own arilie to success; a.nd whether his :ra.mily~ s 
mobility moti.vated. him. 
categories 
1.· Foreign 
2. U.s. rural 
or small 
towh 
3· Mediuni. 
4.' Large 
5. No Answer 
TABLE 11 
RESIDENCE TO AGE 10 
Number of SUbjects 
2 
26 
14 
20 
l 
N~b2 
Percentages 
3·23% 
C£ding Key·· 
T 25-27 
4o% of the cartoonist~; ·up to the age of lo, li1ved in a 
small tov-m. ~bout 9% less itved in large cities~i A m~ru..U::.l 
sized city had a little more thro~ one out of' every f'ive 
cartoonists~' Only two of our respondents were raised outside 
the un_i ted states. One reason f'or so many coming from small 
towns perhaps is that being, by a.nd large;· an older age gr 
they would tencl to have been brought up in rural areas or 
small: tovms~ 1 C8nvex•sely if their parents liVed in large 
<f . 
cities they', too, .. could belong to an older age group. Most 
our respondents were born bef'or e. the migrati'ons to the 
suburbs began. 
But is the trend the same when these cartoonists are in 
the 10 to 18 age group? If' the trend shows a shift from the 
small tovms to the medium; sized citi'es a.nd large cities~ itle 
34. 
after the cartoonists 1 parents vrere entering the latter1 s 
most productive years .. 1 
TABLE 12 
RESIDENCE FROM AGE 10 TO 18 
CAtegories Ngmber of SUbject-s Percentages Co ding K e_r 
·• 
1. Foreign. 2 3 .. 23% L l-3 
2. u.s. rural 
or small 
town 21 33 .. 87% 
3· Medium 18 29.03% 4. Large 21 33-87% 5. No answer 1 o.~ N - b2 1oo:oo 
we note here a very definite swing to the medium and 
large cities. A little over a third of our cartoonists still 
reported themselves as living in a rural or small to\ill residen 
But more than thl"ee out of five lived in medium or large ci tie 
-· 
There were sti'll tvJO living outside the UJI!!ited States and one 
n 
no answer;1 
Comparing #12 and #13, we discovered that the rural and/o 
small town classification drops from 26 to 21 while the medium 
group picked up fo~tr respondents, and the large city picked up 
one~ 1 So almost 2Cf{o of the rural and/ or small town group left 
their 'earl:Ler category and travelled to biggel" cities. 
One may hypothesize that some social mobi'lity took place 
during the second period. This, of co~trse, may in part be 
accounted for by the general sgi'ft away from farms and small 
towns to later cities. 
Tfie next topic dealt with in #13 is father 1 s occupation. 
TABlE 13 
' FATHER~. S OC CITP ATION 
tl . :- ~ 1 •• - .t:.. C~ori·e-a NUmber of' S};b:j-ec'bs Pre.rcem~-es Cpd.ing Key 
e 
1. Prof' es si·onal 13 21~38% L 5-8 
2. c:;.erical 3 4.93% 
3· service 3 4.93% 
4. Skilled 9 14;76% 
5- Unskilled 4 6.74% 
6. Managerial, 
oi'f'ictals 16 26.20% 
7. Farmer 2 3~'28% 
8. OFeratives 
& kindred 6 9.'84% 
9· Sales 5 8.20% 
Retired 0 o.oo% 
l. N" ans1:ver 2 o.ooJ 0 bl 100.00 0 N -
The work classif'ications a:ee taken f'l..,om U.s. census 
occupational groupings~ It is poiisible that the f'athert s 
occupation \'lfould have some bearing on hill' son_t s f'utu.re 
aspirations. But ·whether prof'es'sibnals, managerial and pro-
pri'etor.s and sales would have a greater likelihood of' sympath-
izing with their son 1 s desire to be a cartoonist or would be 
antagonistic to such aims we caru~ot say. 55% belonged to this 
group. ProfesSionals had over 21% of' the 61 .respondents but th 
largest group is managerial numb1eri'ng over 26%; while the 
saled group has only 8%. 
In the other groups vre :find the largest category to be tha 
olll skilled workers, which comes to almost 15%. The unsk:i.lled 
categor.y has almost 7%-. Operatives.;& kln.dred rate almost 10%. 
c:rerical an.d service, each, have almost 5%- Farmers have the 
lowest rating wi'th only two entries givi'ng them approximately 
I. 
• 
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There were no entri'es in retired and two no answers. vie 
can conclude that most of' the f'athers in the survey were 
gainfully employed, and later when we examine the f'amily' s 
financial circumstances we shall seethat most were of averae:~ 
circumstances. 
Allied with questi'on 13 is #14 which deals 1d th the 
mother's occupati~on other than that of' housewife. Was there arJ lr 
f'act.or in their occupational eA.'J)el"'ience that would inspi're 
them to help ~heir sons and daughters to become cartoanists 
when. they noted thei'r chi'ldren had artistic talent? 
TABLE 14 
MOTHER'S OCCUPATION 
Categoirlles 
~ .. 
N'tl.m. her. of sfib,jects ~rcentages Coding_ Key 
--:-u----
1. PJ:?.ofessional 12 57wl4% L 9-12 
2. ~eri'cal 2 9-52%. 
..,. S· rvice 3 14 .. 29% :J• 
4. illed 0 o~oo% 
s. Unskilled 1 4.76% 
6. Managerial, 
off'i'cials 
a..""rld 
4.76% proprietors 1 
7- f~rmers 0 o.oo% 
8. O~eratives o~~oo%. &Pkindred 0 
9. sales 2 9~'52% 
10. No answer 42 ··e.60% 
N - 21 100.00% 
-
Only one third of the women, 21 out of the 63; worked, 
but there was almost as many women in the profeEfsionalc e. 
category as men. 12 of' the 21 women f'ell in this category 
whil.e 13 of' the 61 men applied to this categol"Y• 
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And i'n :percentage$ this is even more si'gni·ficant because 57% 
of the working women were.in.the :professional group while only 
21% of the men.came into this category. Interestingly enough; 
both sexes had the same number in service occupations - three. 
There were only two clerical workers among the mothers as 
compared to three for the fathers. There were no. skilled 
female workers although there was one unskilled female worker. 
Tltere were two women ·v;ho made their.· living selli'ng as compared 
tofi ve f'or the men~1 None of the women worked on farms or were 
operatives. Most of the women; however, exactly two thirds, 
were just mothers and gousewives. 
As an example of' what a parent's inspiration and gUida...nce 
are capable oft doing, consider the example of Jack Bel"'rill, 
creator of nGil ·~ :1 Th:orp~i~~, At 
·'!:::\• 
the age of 18 he .faced the choice 
- r~stitute of attending Pratt or of going to work in a news-11TI 
"' paper art o~f'ice. on his father~.s advice he went to 1ivork at· 
the newspaper. His father thought that Pratt would spqil his 
style as a comic artist~' Following his father's advice he 
: ,, 
went to ·work on the New York D~ly News as a copyboy at $18 
.. ~. 
a week.. Shortly thereafter Martin Branner, creato:b of nwin11 .. :te 
. 22~' 
Winklen asked hiln to be his assistant. 
"' !:,:.1 
22. Jruites L. Collins, ~Here's Teenage Strip Really for 
Teenager,~: Editor&. Publi-sher, August 2; 1958, page 45. 
dited.his father who was in the lumber business with encouragiiJ ~ 
him .. His father, a frustrated cartooni'st, \'lent to great lengths 
to promote his son!,.s penchant for drawing~! ~It reached a 
point \'rhen I was a kid whenever I drew on walls~ -instead of 
23. 
erasing the stuff; he~d buy frames to put around it~1~ 
Mort Walker~s father was an architect and his ~other was 
a former newspaper illustrator. He started. dra1.iJ'i'ng at the age 
of four; sold his i';l.rst cartoon when he was 11~; vfhen. he was 15 
he drew a once-a-week comic stri'p called the ~Li'mejuicers~: 
,., ·! 
for the late Kansas Ci1ty Journal. A._: year later he was:;o.Gm 
edi;torial designer for Hallma±tk cards~: From such a background 
24 .. 
was to come "Beetle B,ailey~1. and ~;.Hi and Lois~·~: 
-- .... ...... . .. .. 
In each of these three cases~ we see that American car-
toonists received invaluahle support and guidance from :bheir 
parents. In KeateL:s case his father promoted his son 1 s pencha.n 
for drawing into an. obsessi'on:'i And in Mort Walker 1 s case the 
union of two gifted professional people produced a child 
prodigy. 
The following questi.on,. #15, touched on a potentially 
explosive subject: political~prei'erance. This questtQ:t}.n asked 
the respondent to identify himself' and his family as Republica.J , 
Democratic, or a pol~ti'cal ~ff1~~.§t~@n. other than his family~ 
23 .. Jane McMaster, nnogWithout a ]llessage, That 1 s Keaters '.Rufus~.'}.~ Edito~ ~~ g_ablisb:e!:l August .19; 196~, page 58. 
' . .. • .. t 
24. Erwin Knoll, t1King Offers Sunday Page on ~Beetle Bailey;.'~,. 
Editor & PublfcSli'e:rt~ August :2, 1952; page 38. ·: 
---- ·;,• 
e 
·.·.~·.:"t~·· '· ; . . ·:-:,-.·_··· '·· ... "'"'··I. •,-<. 
TABLE 15 
··:r•' 
FAMILY POLITI0AL.PREFERANGE 
~ T 0 •• 
Categori;es 
u ..... 
Number of' S~bjects Percentage~ Cooing Ke.l 
1~ Republican 
f'or f'a:ther, 
mother, and 
self' 
2. Democrat f'or 
f'ather~ 
mother, and 
self' 
3. Di:ff'erent 
than parents 
4. No answer 
'1 
N 
23 L 13-14 
12 20.69$ 
23 ~9~:665 
5 10~ 
-=58 
Of' our 58 resondents the largest number are Republicans~ 
making up almost 4o%. Approximately half' that number are 
f~' 
nemocrats. we learn that 23 pro:fessed;. a different political 
f'ai th than their parents~ There were f'fve no answers. 
What can we say of' the 4o% who have changed parties? It 
might be that education~ a different job status and sometimes 
almost complete financial security have furthered the politica...~ 
spli't I'Ii'th the past. 
The size of' the cartoonistsr.s fami'Iy·~-, question 18; gives 
us a good idea o:f the opportunity and obstacles the cartoonist 
encountered in furthering his career~1 If' the :family consists o:f 
only the cartooni·st and the mother and :father theri the family 
bears less o:f a :financial burden and might be in a better 
posi'tion to further hi'sxeducati'on:l Also the parents are more 
.::... } 
likely to be middle class and oriented toward :furthering his 
interests o:f higher education 
• ,'f' • 'f 'I .. ' - "- ~ .., .-"! .. - :.. 
- --
-·- ... 
With two or three children the emphas·is is on just raisi'ng them' 
and Wi;th. more than four children in. the family, education is 
likely to be discourag~d~' 
TABLE 16 
SIZE OF FAMILY 
.Q.a.:tegorfes 
1~ Small; 
parents 
& only 
child 
2. Medium; 
two or 
three 
3. Large, 
four or 
more 
4. No answer 
W i'th only 6 2 of the 63 
9 
32 
-
21 
1 
N - 02 
-
entl"'ies 
14.52% 
. 51.'69$ 
33· 8'7%. o~:§§f 
100 .. 00 0 
.•. 
answeri'ng; we 
L 17-18 
·-
have only 
--
two per cent not answering.' T~~.largest group came ~rom famil~e~ 
with two or more children and amounts to 52%. Over a third of 
our cartoonists' came frqm larg-e ~i'Am3:'~:1!e;s' With four or more 
children~: In the category of one child families we have only 
nine entrie·s. 
Over 85% of the respondents came from families with more 
than two children. In the next question which concerns the 
parentsr financial circumstances we will see how much money 
-
the cartoonists r fathers were making~i This question, #18, is 
-
also related to #20, i .;e. the age the cartoonist became 
self -supporti!rg~i 
41.· 
#17 asks the cartoonist to. grade his f'amily_'.s 
financial circumstances during three periods in his lif'e: 
,(a) during grammar school, (b) duri·ng high school; and (c) 
. 
after high school but be~ore. being self' supporting. We chose 
,-
the last period as being the most cracial one. To handle #17 
properly we divided the question into t~ro parts determines 
whether the last period differs f'rom the first two periods. 
This determines the amount of' upward or dovmward mobility of 
the father and would naturally af'f ect the cartoonist'. s 
education~· The second half' of' #17 deals ·with the financial. 
circumstances a.f'ter high school but before the cartoonist was 
self'. supporting~' This last period is the best index of' 
success f'or the father; as by this time he will. have had~a 
chance to establish his care.er or business. 
Categori'es 
1. Same as 
earlier 
2. Different 
than 
earlier 
3. No answer 
TABLE 17 
CHAN~E IN FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCE 
Number of Subjects Percentages Coding Kez 
39 64.52% L 19 
23 35.48%. 
l o.¢>o% 
N - 02 100.00% 
-
More than a third of' the fathers changed to a different 
financial category after the cartoonist finished higp. scl;ool.' 
But the vast majority remained in. the same category. 
42. 
We can say at this point that there is e@ftsic1erable mobility. 
The next table will give the circumstances af.ter high school 
was completed.' 
TABLE 18 
FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES 
Categories Number of Subjects Percentages Coding Key 
1. Poor 4 6.45% L 21-23 
2. Moderately 
l')~@~thy .14 22 .. 58% 
3· Average 41 66.13% 
4. 1Jfodera.tely 
wealthy 2 3.23% 
5. Wealthy l 1.61% 
6. No answer 1 o.oo~ 
N - b2 -loo~~oo 
With this table before us we can see that very few of our 
cartoonists came from rich gamilies. Only three were above the 
average. We asked the respondents tfu. check 'ilealth estimates 
rather than specific figures, because some ofaour respondents, 
six to be exact, are over 65. The age range spans more than 4C 
years and so much inflation occurs each year that specific 
figures have littie meaning. 
The majority of· our_ respondents; almost two thirds; came 
from average circumstances. One fifth was brought up in 
moderate poverty poverty~ and one in fifteen lived in actual 
poverty. 
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The financial picture seems to be that oft average 
circumstances. The families seem to have come from modest 
cond.iJ-'Lions where some mobility took place. The occupations 
were largely of a middle class nature that emphasized the 
virtues of developing one 1 s talents and obtai'Il:ing the necessar 
training. 
However; if our respondents were art-motivated~ they also 
had to work part of the time to finace their schooling •. our 
respondents were Rrobably not too affluent; since 36 went to 
residence art school but only two graduated. Of the· 36 ~rho 
went to college, 17 fin;ished~ 1 ~nd as our _@§~:t@§ni\S?!r§c~·re, by 
and ]targe; not young w.e can speculate that they went to 
s_chool before the World war II G. I. Bi'll ·financed educations. 
The topic of religous affiation is dealt with in the 
follo~ing question, #18. ThB quest~on is divided into two 
parts: the first asks which major religous group our 
respondents associate themselves; and the second asks how 
many have changed their religous affiliations.1 
We felt that we could use the subject of religous 
affiliation to determine whethertour cartoonists shared the 
same background as their fellow Americans. u.s. church member 
s~ip in 1956 showed there were 60,148,980 Protestants, 
34,563, 851 Roman Catholics, and 5,500,000 Jews out of 
25. 
103,224,954 church members. 
25, Yearbook of American 8hurches, U.S. Church Membership 
:1.;956, quoted7in -rllform:a-Ei()!l:please :Almanac ,-··:1:.958~;---New 
York: The Macmillan Company, 1957, page 495- · 
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TABlE 19 
RELIGOUS AFFILIATION 
Categories 
L. Protestant 
2. Roman Catholic 
3. Jev-Iish 
4. Other 
5. None 
6. No answer 
Number o£ Subjects 
N 
34 
11 
6 
2 
9 
1 
b2 
Percentages B!:?,ding !~ 
54.'84%. 
17 ~74%. 
9.68% 
3-23% 
14.:52% 
. G.OO~ 
100.00% 
B 1-3 
- 26. 
The u.s. census estimate for 1957 was 170,51o;ooo. Of 
this 170 millions, some 103,224,954 were church members, but 
this amount is subject to some errpr because Catholics include 
all baptized Catholics while Protestants include only those 
who attend church. 
Like the majority of church-going }\~S3~~.@.§tilS the largest 
group of cartoonists is Protestant; the Catholrcs come second 
but number less than one third the number of Pl~otestants; the 
Jews are lowest with about 10% of the respondents of that 
_faith. 
It would seem that our cartoonists f~ll into about the 
same groupings as Protestants for the ceErSus; but the Cathol-Ic 
figure is much lower. The Jewish percentage, however is highe , 
almost lo% of the sample, v;heJ. .... eas they constitute only 3. 24% 
of the total U.S. population. 
The second half of this q_uestion concerns itself with 
those cartoonists who have deviated from their parents' 
religous affiliations. 
26. Ibid. , page 301. 
Categori'.es 
1. Answered 
TABLE 20 
DIFFERENT RELIGOUS AFFILIATION TH-~ PARENTS 
Nnnber of f3Ub'ject.s Percentage§ Coding Ke;y:_ 
11 
N - 11 
17~'48% 
17-48% 
. B 4 i 1f 
applicable 
We see that there has been some 'change ~;nt:.Jl§iliigous affil-
iation, and this may be attributed,~ in part, to the rise in 
status from that of lower economic status to upper middle 
class. 
The next to last quest:t<ln in this section is #l9; con-
cerned with frequ:acy of church attendence. 
TABLE 21 
FREQUENCY OF CHURCH ATTENDENCE 
Categories Number o:f Subjects :Percentages Codi~ Key 
1. Nearly 
every week 17 28.81% B 5-7 
2. At least 4 
times a year 14 23.73%. 
3· 1-3 a year 14 23.73% 4. Never llJ- 23.73%_ 
5. No ansv-J"er 4 ~ N .:: 59 10 
The N for this group makes up almost 94% of the whole 
sample, so it is represe:a:b.a~i~e of the group~' Olll the 59 re-
sponding we note that three categories are identical in 
percentage. The largest categpry goes to church nearly every 
week. Two equally large groups attend church at least once a 
year, with one group attending four times a year~ 
46. 
But another 14 (23.73%) never attend church~' We have a lrger 
.. 
church attending group among the cartoonists than. the general 
population's 103 millions out of' 170 milli1ons. 
The last question in this section deals with the age the 
cartoonist left home and became financially independent.' The 
previous information regarding the cartoonist's lower middle 
class backgroLL~d suggests that he had a minimum of' financial 
support at home and had to work to finace himself' at school or 
shortly thereafter when he left college or ar~ school. 
Categol"les 
1. Under 1~ 
2. Under 21 
3· Over 21 
4. No answer 
T.ABLE222 
AGE WHEN RESPONDENT LEFT HOME 
Sub,jects ' . Number of' Percentages Coding Ke;y: 
-
15 23.87% B 9-10 
26 41.90% 
21 33.87% 
1 o.eo%~ 
N.= b"2 100.100~ 
Most of' our respondents were self supporting before they 
\-Iere old enough to vote. More than one in f'i ve worked before 
they were 18~ 1 Twice tJ::a t number worked before the age of 21. 
A little more than a third were 9ver the age of 21 when they 
started working. Comimg from modest financiaL circumstances 
our cartoonists as a rule had to leave school before the age 
of' 21. 
In concluding this chapter, we have found that our 
cartoonist probably was first raised in a small tovm (4l.~o%) 
but af't.er the age of 10 moved to a medium or large city; 
. his father most likely had a middle class occupation as a 
manager or official or propri'etor (26. 20%) or was a profession 
al man (21.36%); and his mother probab;J:y did not work, but if 
she did- she i"TOrked in ?:..Professional category (57 .14% of the 
21 I<Vorking women). Politically most of our cartoonists share 
the Republican philosophy of t;heir parents. OnlY 21% were 
Democrats:• 
The average cartoonist probably ~~e from a medium sized 
family (51.69%)- But a third of the cartoonists came from 
lar3e families, and his father enjoyed modest financial 
security (68.'13%). The cartoonist is probably a Protestant 
(54. 84%), ·goes t; church at least four times a year ( 28. 81% 
nearly every week and 23.73% four times a year); and finally 
he probably went to work before the age of 21 and after the 
age of 18 (41.90%). 
e· 
f4-8. 
OF..APTER IV 
PRE-CARTOONING WORK EXPERIENCE OF THE CARTOONIST 
Thi's 
0 
chapter deals with the worlr experience of the car-
toonist as (a~ a writer, (b) an ar~ist; or (c) other non- writ-
. . 
ing and n6n-art worker. The 22nd questi'on concerns the value of 
f!:lon-cartooning work experience to his comic strip.' 
The 21st question is so extensive that it is divided into 
three sections~; In each of the sections a list of the various 
jobs which fell into the category was made. We have nine 
classificati'ons for writers, 16 for artists and eight for the 
non-writing and non-art category. 
21 a TABLE 23 
EXPERIENCE AS ~TRITER 
Categories N1]mber of Subjects Percen<!ages Coding Key 
l. Reporter 7 24.14%. T 20 if 
2~ Editor 4 13.45% any of three 
3·' Feature apply 
wrtl(ter 4 13.45% 
4. Free-lance 
writer 4 13.45% 
5. Script-
10.52%. w:t:"iter 3 
6. Copyboy 3 10~52% 
7. Comic book 6. 9Cifo writer 2 
8~ Nouelist l 3-45%. 
9- Sportswriter 1 :2·451f N - 29 100~'00% 
49. 
Most of the writers worked on newspapers in various 
capacities ranging from copyboy to editor. The largest group 
were reporters ( 24%) , followed by an equal number of editors 
and feature writers (13%), and copyboys at ll%. There was only 
- •· 
one s:portswri ter and one novelist.· There were four free-lance 
writers, three script-wl'iters; and two comic book writers. 
Respondents 14 and 18 each spent ll years as reporters; 
#18 was the fiction editor of NEA for 10 years; #32 worked aE 
a reporter in Chicago, Los Angeles, Washington, D.Q., and 
New York City before winding up as an editol"' for· Fa--vvcett 
magazines.; and#43 served as editor of the Sunday edition of 
the Des Moines Register for 15 years. #l worked ll years as a 
f_eature writer; #14 worked ei'ght years as a feature writer; b't: tt 
the longest record is held by #32 who worked 31. years after 
the age of 19. 
There are four free-lance writers: #19, the youngest, 
worlred as a free-lance- writer for f-J?veO;realrs, a r~lati vely 
short time. ffl worked at free-lancing for lO years; #18 worke< 
for 24 years since age 31; but the b:est example, #3o;· created 
a world ;famous; colorful, debonair cl ... iminal whose exploits ha e 
thrilled millions for over 36 years. #30_ saw his hero featur d 
in books; radio, movi'es;' television, and finally a strip. #28 
wrote a television show;· #30, the mystery writer, has 
1vri tten for movies and the radio; and #53 was a script-writer 
for 20 years~ #8, #14, and #23 worked as copyboys. Two worke 
as comic book writers before· starting strips. 
. :· ., 
so. 
#l8 devoted 17 years at this; I.Yhile #53 spent 20 years at 
this pursuit, starting at age 17. Both the sportswriter and 
the novelist worked ~hree years at their choice. 
TABlE 24 
·~ 
EXPERIENCE AS 1L~ ARTIST 
Categories Number of subjects .:.J:ercentages Coding Key 
1. Cartoonist 
(magazine) 23 23.00%. T 20 if 
2. Illustrator 11 ll.OO% applicablE 
3· Advertising 
artist 10 lo.oo% 
4. Newspaper 
artist 10 lo.·oo%. 
s.· Art Director 6 6.odfo 
6. Oartoonist 1 s 
assistant 6 6. oo%. 
7- Sports artist 6 6.oo% 
8. Animation 
artist 5 5.oo% 
9· COmic book 
artist 5 5.oo%. 
10. Art Instructor 3 3-00% 
11. ~ ev-mp§lp er 
cartoonist. 
(non-syndicate) 3 3.00%. 
12. Portrait painter 3 3-00%. 
13. Card Designer 2 2.oo% 
14. Draftsman 2 2 .. 0&/o 
15- Plans • 
training 
1.00%_ artist l 
16. Snow s culp·tor l 1. N - 100 100.'00 0 
As we can see from the above table, artists have held 
many jobs in field. Tie largest group have worked as cartoon-
,_, 
ists for magazines (23%). Trailing them with 11% are the 
illustrators~' 10% each Jtj.ave worked in advertising or for 
newspapers. 6% each have worked as advertising directors, 
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sports artist or a cartoonist 1 s .. ass;tstant. 
We find the category of animation artist and comic book 
artist both had 5%. 3% e§:Ch were once art instructors, news-
paper cartoonists or portrait painters.' 2% claimed to have bee 
ei thel" card designers or draftsmen. And there was one each \'Tho 
was a plans & training artist ana_ snow sculptor. 
Looking at \•That our first g:roup has done~ we discover 
that #28 vTrote and illustrated a book of cartoons; #42 worked 
11 years at magazine cartooning; an~ #-~; put in 24 years rom 
the age o~ 16. In the field of illustratib.g; #6 worked five 
years from the age of 19;i #13 gave more than 25 years to this 
aspect of art; CJind #35 worked three years as an illustrator. 
Advertsing claimed the services o~ 10 as artists and six 
as ar+. directors ·' .Jl07 ..,,. , ~ · , ..., ,,.,-, ..... ..,J. • t. ~. ~- "h ~ ..,. 
". . • #24 §pent' J:s~·~~ai>s""her~tstf'40Z'~~s uri£ afi~e~t-
l '· .. ~tlg art for 28 years since the age ofl6; and #45 spent five 
years. 
#27 was a newspaper ar·tist from the age of 14 to the age 
of 25; #52 spent 19 yesrs as a newspaper artist; and #60 was 
a newspaper artist from the age of 22 to age 32. 
In art directing; #17 spent ll years; #53 worked 20 years 
from the age o~- 17; and #61 worked 14 years as an art directo • 
The six cartoonists who once assistedestablihed cartoon-
ists gained valuable experience. #20 worked three years from 
.. 
the age of 22; #26 served a year fro the age of 34; and #50 
served as an assistant for 18 years from the age of 17. 
e. 52. 
Sports drawing claimed the services of #54 for one year; 
#60 worked-10 years from the age of 22 to 32; and #61 worked 
three years from the age of 25 to that of 28~' In that field 
of animation we find #31 with one year, and #45 spent six 
years from the age of 24 to that of 30~' 
Five of the 100 jobs were in comic hook art. In techniq_u 
~his field is not too different than the newspaper. strip. #11 
spen.t four years from the age of 27; #37 started 1out at the 
age of 17 and continued for seven years'; #23 also spent seven 
years illustrating comic books; and #57 at the age of 20 spen ~ 
.;reo.:..-)s 
two years. 
Three artists also were once art iJ:illStructors. One famous 
cartoonist [:(spent five years before he sold his strip teachin 
in a ·correspond-ence school. Three cartoonists drew cartoons 
for·newspapers. One,#ll spent only one year at this while 
fl.26 spent three years at newspaper cartooning. Of our three 
portrait painters, #6, a female respondent, helped finace her 
art education by sketching in saloons. #15 was a card designe 
at the age of 18 for three years~· #31 ~d #48 were once 
draft §lf}§h .. 
I 
2lc deals with employment other than eith artwork or 
writing. 
2lc 
categories 
1. Related to 
artwork 
2. Management 
level 
3. Armed 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7-
services 
Teacher 
l.[usician 
Radio-TV 
Unskilled 
labor 
TABLE 25 
OTHER EMPLOYMEl\TT 
8 15.58% T 20 if 
9-62% 
applicable 
5 
4 7.6cy% 
3 5~77% 
3 5-77% 
2 3.85% 
27 51.92% 
N - 52 100.00% 
The largest group concerned essentially unskillled labor 
jobs. This amounted to over half the jobs mentioned~ As an 
example of the number of menial jobs a student may have held, 
consider the example of $6. She worked in a radio tube factor. , 
was a waitress, sock darner, photographerts assustant and 
farm hand. #23worked on rmad construction, was a shipping 
clerk in a bookshop, and was a soda jerk. #27 was a western 
Union messenger; #35 was a movie usher and bakery helper; #38 
worked in a logging camp; and #44 worked at farming and on 
.. 
road gangs. For #49, pitching hay for half a day was enough 
to inspire a career in cartooning~! 
In jobs related to art, eight respondents answered. #21 
did display work for a department store, #26 was a landscapE 
artist, and #31 worked as an artist amd a cameram~~ in an 
animation studio 
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On the management level, #12 was an insurance executive 
until the depression wiped out his job and he became a 
cartoonist. #24 was a purchasing agent; #34 operated a dude 
. -
ranch; and #60 was an insurance investigator; salesman, and a 
liason man with the ~ir 1iaterial Command. #48 was a company 
commander in the Army and~56 was a Navy weather observer • 
.. 
In teaching, #1 taught high school and collegs classes; 
#47 was the principal of a grade school; ~~d #61 taught 
journalism for tthree years. A jazz band claimed the interests 
of #ll for six years; #23 play~d the drums; and #55 had his 
o-wn dance ban.d that played nughtly. #26 had his own radio 
show in Bridgeport, Conn. ff28 wrote·; acted in· and produced 
two television shows. #11 was a:::tmagician who even man.ufactured 
some of his own trmcks for the trade~' 
The 22nd question asks what benefits the cartoonfsts 
derived from his previous work experiences ( excluding artwork . 
TABLE 26 
. ' 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF PREVIOUS vlOR.K E..X.PERIENCE 
TO CARTOONING 
. . 
Cat§Sories N\!lmber of SU£:;1~:§! Percentages Coding Xey 
1. Awareness 
of human 44~ oo% relations 22 Bll if 
2. Developed applicable 
cartooning skills 15 30.00% 
3· Previous work 12.oo% 
-q:nmeaningful 6 
4. Previous ·work 1o.oo% led to cartooning 5 
5- Service Experience 1 2.oo% 
6. Humoro~~rs l 2.oo% ;=~ '1 r"\r\ 'AA<fl 
.............. ------------------------~--~ 
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The biggest benefit the cartoonists der1~ed from their 
:previous jobs was in the area of me·eting :people and getting t< 
know their tastes. 30% of the total felt that develo:pmng 
cartooning skills was the most important :part of their :pre-
cartooning work experience. Incidentally; we asked the 
cartoonists not to mention develop cartooning skil2B •• · Yet 
12% thought that theirvprevious jobs were meaningless. Con-
vensely lo% valued their :previous jobs as leading to position: 
in the cartoonin g field. 
Attending first to the category of human relations, we 
find respondent #2 saying: 
ni always had a good time as a delivery boy out meeting 
_people, and walking around the downtown section of 
St.' Paul and Minneapolis. This, combined with the art 
school officework an!fl:. three years in the army, helped 
teach me much about :peo:pl •. n 
~nd #8 said he valued learning 11 about life in general-
- ' 
and to retain a sense of humor - to laugh at myself • n #12 
said: ~: I came ou± of college in 1932~ I would say tbe De-
:pression tended to impress me with basic realities.n 
#15 said: 11It :probably widened my knowledge of :people anc 
... 
developed a sym:patby for the little man. n #23 :put it ver;Y; 
aptly: nAnY and every experience is grist for the comic artis 
mill. 1; #38 said: 11Every ex:perrience in life is important to a 
- -
cartoonist.n 
.:!~ 
' ... ~" 
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141 spoke at length:-
·-
_ncontact with all types of' people. Observing and 
-$tudying them enabled me to understand some of' our 
hv~an traits and foibles that lend themselves to 
humor. 11 
-
#22 said he valued his one-time salesman job for what he 
learned of' human relati'ons. #57 said his experiences were 
broadening as he communicated with ~.humble people. 11 #59 said 
he met all kinds of' people in the army~r #61 valued living in 
a small to1tm for the idea of' S.oing a farm strip. ~1.Small town 
·-
living gives me a closeness to farmers and their problems. t~ 
In the second largest category, developing cartooning 
skills, n.l said: ~1.I developed enough fu"awing skills to lay out 
roughs; enough plotting skill to help vTith writing. #lf! said:t:. 
he learned to think visuallY~' #27 said that telling boys 
campfire tales while he was a couselor taught him about story 
telling skills. ltThis constituted much the same pattern of' 
attention holding that is used in strips today ~-n 
. 
#28 spoke on the opportunity to work for national 
publications: 
nyes - the chance to work and draw for national 
magazines is in my opinion the best school for a 
comic strip .. ; Criticism from top editors, devel-
oping one 1 s drawing, learning to select amd write 
humor for.a mass audience." 
,, ... 
#31 said he gained much from his previous art experience~ , 
pEticularly in layout.' #32 said his previous experience as a 
police reporter helped make ~is detective strip authentic. 
#34 claimed his exoeriences as a guide and ranger gave him th1 
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inval-able dat.a he needed for his outdoor stri'p. #43 said that 
his previous experience as a newspaper reporter taught him 
what he needed to know ~or his newspaper reporter hero. 
#47 said his art training, which did not ihelude cartoohin), 
gave him the art fundamentals. ~:r learned from the other 
employment the importance of getting work done on time. 11 #63 
-
said his previous experience in the furniture backgrotmd 
helped him with backgrounds. 
Some cartoonists found their previous work unmeaningful. 
122 said: 11.A ggod question but I haven 1 tvgot a good answer 
except it gave impetus to the idea of a permanent non-seasonal 
job. 11 #30 said caustically: '.rTo a professional fiction wri te:r 
a comic strip is just another medium. 11 
' 
But some cartoonists found that their previous jobs led 
them into cartooning. #5 said his illustrations for a popular 
seriJastory led to a syndicate asking him to illustrate a 
strip. #7 said Ins experience on a newspaper art sta~~ 
familarized him with cartoonin@~ and he liked it better than 
other art fields. #ll gave a lengthy explanation of the 
contributions of music and magic to his strip: 
11The musi.c, as it was both jazz and nclassicaln 
in interest is an obvious esthetical relationship. 
The magic angle too~ 'is not unrelated to the 
development of an illustrator. AS for direct 
influence on style or taste I suppose it is 
inevitable that it is present to some degree.n 
#3, speaking of service experience, said everything in hi~ 
strip was based on his experiences in the Marines. 
Hmorously, #6 said her waitress experience showed her how Do 
set a table in case she ever wanted to draw one. ·".The radio 
tube work ruined my eyes, and they say near-sighted people 
make the best artists. 11 
.:.:: 
-Our cartoonists have had a wide variety of jobs. The 
writers learned their story-telling skills as newspapermen, 
and the artists developed their drawing skills usually long 
before they became strip cartoonists. It becomes obvious that 
there is no quick road to.success in becoming a syndicate 
cartoonist. All types of experience are grist foE the 
cartoonist 1 s mill at the propitious time ~with luck- he may 
tmrn these experiences in a successful cartoon strip. 
The primary value of pre-cartooning work experience seem:: 
to be that. mainly the artist and /or writer met the general ~T~.- Jlic 
public and learned to understand what amused_ people. Some 
valued art training; some thought their previous jibs meaning-
less; some actually felffi their previous jobs invaluable. 
CHAPTER V 
PROFESSIONAL DATA RELATING TO THE CARTOONIST 
This chapter will concern itself \~Vi th the cartoonist as 
he practices his professi·on. Q,Ueztion 23 asks hovv he got ibto 
cartooning; i¥24 asks the aspects of cartooning "i'Th;Lch is his 
specialty; #25 asks about the possible use of supplementary 
art techniques. #26, the name of the cartoonist 1 s comic 
strip remains anonymous tp protect the respondent.' 
#27 inquires into circulation figures for daily and 
Sundaystrips; #~5 asks if the cartoonist has more than one 
strip. #29 asks whether the cartoonist has ever ghosted a 
S trip·, #30 asks how ,:a .. =~ felt ~ about having his work appear unde 
, another mants name; ruld #31 asks why he undertook ghosting. 
The next question, #32, asked him what kind of a strip he 
would like to start. 
The next three questions deal with. the cartoonist and 
his syndicqte~' #33 asks whether he is or is not sati.sfies 
w~h.his syndicate; #34 asks what are the satisfactory aspect 
of syndication:. \vhile #34 asks for the unsati'sfactory aspects. 
The future of tbe American strip is dealt with.in #36. 
#37 checks income over the last three years; and #38 
asks for an income breakdo\vn~i Supplementary in.come included 
puhlicati'on. royalties from comic hooks, advertising fees and 
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television series. 
#39 asks what neicvspapers he reads; #40 asks what magazine 
,. 
Ji:e reads; #41 asks which clubs he belongs to; 142 concerns 
hobbies; #43 concerns sports; and #44 asks for any additional 
comments~i 
Question 27 asks thecca]?toonist how he got into cartoon-
ing;l ~rom the previous data it appe~s that the cartoonist had 
not gon:e directly into cartoomng. vlith this question we hoped 
tra_ce the patterns of' entry into the field. 
TABLE 27 
METHOD OF ENTRY INTO CARTOONING FIELD 
Categories Number of Sub,jects Percentages Coding ~~ v 
1. Drifted 
into field 22 40.'00% B 12 if 
2. Joined applicable 
other 
cartoonist ll 20.00% 
3. Own interest ll 2o~iodfo 
4. Submitted 
S±irip 7 12.73% 
5· Syndicate 
asked for 
strip 4 7. 27% 
N """ 5~5 ·': d! lOO.'OO;o 
The overwhelming majority declared they just frifted into 
cartooning~' 20%, each; either got into cartooning tl:1..rough join · 
ing anothe1 ... cartoonist or by devoting their efforts trying to 
break into th~ field~' A"Qout 13% submitted their own strips 
·~i 
which were accepted by ·the syndicates. Some 7% had already 
earned a reputation outside of' the newspaper strip field and 
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T~pi1cal of ho\v they got into cartooning is #9 r s answer: 
;/ 
~I could dravr and it looked like the sort of thing that requirEd 
little effort. Oh brother~ n #42 said his previous job hlew ~ s< 
~ . 
he decided to become a cartoonist~ #18 said he went into car-
to oning from\ wri tir:ng comic hooks to w.citing for a newspaper 
comic strip~ 1 
#i free-lanced from an early age and joined a cartoonist 
already doing a strip. #23 always wanted to be a cartoonist 
and accepted an es-tablished cartoonist~.s offer as an assistant' 
He: ~~started me professionally on just the lettering of hi.s 
strip. Took me years to get to the gag work (to where I could 
d9 pro gags in strip form)~ 14 left school to become a car-
toonist'.s assistant:l #17 said a friend of his -was looking for 
- -
someone to draw his strip, 1.1and I happened to live next door:1~ 
#62 promised a friend who originally did thebart work to carry 
on the strip while original artist was in the service durlng 
W()rld war II. The fri'end later was too sick to do the strip 
when he returned. 
Some seemed interested in being a cartoonist from the ve~ 
start. H~ said he was interested in cartooning ever since he 
was a boy in grammar school. ~~.wgen I started to work at 16; I 
~ -
sought to work on a newspaper because comic strips appeared 
therein:!~ #11 said he il.Ji:ustrated pulp magazines and comic 
books w·hile in art school~'l This rekindled his early desire 
to be a cartoonist. #15 sai'd he was born a cartoonist and his 
- ·- ._.,_ ---------·---·-·---·····- -·-- ---------- u------·--···· 
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:family encouraged hi'm :from the hegiimii:]g~i #31 said af'ter he 
got out of' the Navy he set ermined to get into cartooning; wgic 
was his dream~~ Within two months he had secured a job as a 
cartoonist' s assistan.t:1 
Some got into cartooning simply by submfttillg samples to 
the syndicates. #2 merely mailed his abunch of' his d.rawi'ngs 
. 
in regularly until they were accepted. one o:f the :female re-
spondents, #21, said she submitted samples of' her weekly news-
paper strip to syndicates all over the country.' She recieved 
answers :from all of' them and selected the one which seemed 
best: 
Occasionally the syndicates approach am established 
writer or artist to start a strip.' #30 said: sonebmdy suggeste~ 
making a comic strip out of' an already established character 
(adventure hero) a.:n.d I 1nras glad to go along with the idea.;t1. 
. . 
#59 was seen in magazines and was asked to do a strip. #63 \vas 
doing a local :feature which a syndicate wanted to distribute 
nationallY· 
T~e next question deals with the aspect of' the strip with 
which the cartoonist concerns himself' ~i The :first category is 
continnity; the second is art; and thebthird is continuity 
and art combined. We hypothesized that most of' the cartoonistE 
did all the work on their strips.; But this had to be checked 
out~ 
--{ 
TABlE 28 
ASPECTS OF WORK 
Cate~ories NUmber of Subjects Percentages Coding Ke;y: 
-
1.' Continuity 6 10~00%. B 13-14 
2. Art 11 18.33% 
3· 13oth 
-tt 71.67% N 100.;00% 
-
Our earlier speculation was borne out as over 70% cla~ed 
to concentrate on both aspects; 18% are just artists and mere 
lo% are w..citers of.' continuity. 
The next subject dealt with in #25 is that of the use of 
supplentary art tecbni'ques •. 
-TABlE '29 
SUPPLEMENTARY ART TECHNIQUES 
Categori'es Number of.' suoj e~ts Percentages 
l. Simple 
t'echniques 14 45•16% B 15 if l 
2~: Photograph;Y; 5 16.13%. applicable 
3· Thinking 4 12-90% 4. Don't knov-r 4 l2~00% 
5- Planning stages l '' 3· 23% 
N - 29 100.00% 
-
The majority oft cartoonists use simple tec~~iques such as 
pencil~ pen; brush and ink; hen-day. Some 16% use photography 
as an aide. Four of the 29 saicL they just sit back and think, 
while another four thought the t[Uestion i'rrelevan.t: 1 Only one 
artist used a planning session before doing his strip. 
#11 explained what his job consists of beside actual work 
~1 1 draw or illustrate one strip which includes 
·:lettering, pencilling and inking the finished 
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}:drawing. I am in effect casting director, lighting 
man, stage director, costume man, research man who 
works from a :finished strip~~~~ 
#42 said he used photography as a guide to future artwork. 
#62 uses models; while at other times he fakes the figures:! 
Thinking is the prime job #24 does;1 ~The quallty is in direct 
.• 
ratio to the caliber of this one exercise. 
#27 does all the :following: 
n_Research (1) photography, (2) field trip; (3) 
discussion_with actual people.doing the same . 
sort of thing as in story, (4) library files, 
(5) read up on subject from.my own. files·;· (6) 
check for possible security breach~.,~ . . 
Skipping question 26, the ng,me of the strip, we next deal 
with the circulation figures for daily and Sunday strips of 
the sample of respondents~' 
TABLE.~O 
·, 
DAILY CIRCULATION 
' ' 
Categories Number of Subjects Percentages Qodigg~ 
1. Under 100 
newspapers 
2. 101-150 t~ n 
3 • 151-200 '_!. II -
4. 201-300 11, '" ~~ 
5· 301-400 ~ n· 
If 6. 401-500 1! ,. 
7. Over 500·:~: ·~·!.; 
8. No answer~ 
ll 
6 
4 
7 
10 
2 
2 
21 
N -=--42 
Some cartoonists did not answer because they did not have 
daily strips; on:Ly Stmday ones. Interstingly enough; the media.r 
- ' 
number of papers for the cartoonists in our sample is 200 pape s 
"\'Ti th exactly one. half above and one half below the line~· 
The largest category above the medimi is in the 301-400 circu-
lation ranges~' Two ca..rtooni.sts~ each, have strips \vith circu-
lations over lt-OO papers and over 500 papers. 
The next part of' the question concerns Sunday circulation. 
TABLE 31 
SUNDAY CIRCULATION 
Categori'es Number of' Subjects Percentages Codi~g Key 
1. Under 100 
ne·vv-spapers 
2. 101-150 11 
3 • 151-200 H 
4. 201,-300 '!' 
5. 301-400 ~ 
n 
6. 401-500 ~ 
7. Over 500~ n ~" 
,, ·. ~ 
8. No answer ~ 
23 
6 
7 
5 
2 
0 
0 
21 
N..::43 
B 21-23 
The largest group has under 100 papers. However; the :fees 
:for Sunday pages are larger than :for daily stri~s~ 1 The Sunday 
atrip covers more space and is in :four colors. Six strips are 
in the 151-200 category;· :five have between 201-300 papers;· and 
only tvro have over 300 papers. None have more than 400 papers. 
Some cartoonists have more tthan one strip. We wanted to 
k.-'Ylovr how many had more than one strip, and which aspect of' 
cartooning they worked on. #28 is divided into two parts. The 
:first asks how many have more than one strip, while the other 
half' asks which aspects take their attention of' preparing 
the strips. 
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TABLE 32 
MORE THAN ONE STRIP 
Category Number of' Sub ,iects Percentages Coding If·ey 
1~ Applies 
N -
16 
1b 
2~:e 140% 
25 .4¢>% 
B 16 if' 
applicable 
16 of the 63 x•espondents sai:d that they have more than 
one strip~~ This suggests that the es tablished cartoonist 
not only is well represented on the newspaper comic page, but 
would seem to have first choice at getti'ng more space. The 
newcomer to lie"artooning faces even more exclusion~' 
The second half of the question concerns the aspect of 
cartooning done by the cartoonist on his other strip or 
strips. Is the patte~ the s~e as in the daily and Sunday 
strips? 
TABLE 33 
.. 
MORE THAN ONE STRIP- ASPECTS OF WORK 
,. 
Catee;or±es . - N1..mber of St1.b ,jects Percentages Coding Key 
... 
l. Continuity 2 12.50% 
2. Art 2 12.50%. 
3· I?oth 9 56.25%. 4. No answer _2. 18.75% 
:J, N ::-- 16 100 .. 00% 
-.-. 
' ' -
B25-28 
Of this small group of 16, we had three no answers;' two 
each for continuity alone art alone; but more than half said 
they worked on both the art and the continuity~· It would seem 
clear that the average cartoonist, since he worked alone on 
:; 
b'(. 
a strip, does the same for a second strip. 
The nextvthree quesnions are tied in with that fascin-
ating relationship called 11ghosting.n #29 asks id the cartoon 
. -
1st ever ghosted a strip; #30 asks about his feelings as a 
ghost; and #31 asks why he m~dertook ghosting:: We will deal 
with #29, whether the cartoonist ever ghosted. 
Categor;r 
JL. Applies 
TABLE 34 
GHOSTED A STRIP 
Number of Sub~cts 
24 
N .= 24 
Percentage 
.. 39.48% 
39-48% 
C.o ding Key: 
B 27 :i.f 
applicable 
Less than 4ofo of the cartoonists engaged in ghosting, 
but their eA.rperiences are relevant. Some cartoonists got thei 
start in the field by either ghosting a strip or by being a 
cartoonist's a:isistant. The·next question, #30, will askr; how 
they felt about ghosting. 
TABLE 35 
FEELINGS ABOUT GHOSTING 
.. 
categori:es Number of Subjects Percentages Coding xey 
1. Appreciation 7 30.43% B 27 if 
2. Resentment 6 26.09% applicable 
3· :N§ particular 
feeling 10 43.48~ 
. N-. 23 ~ ~100. 00 0 
Although 2~ respondents. said they had been ghosts; onl~ 
' 23 admitted having any particular feelings about ghosting. 0. 
Over 43% of the respondents sai.d they had no particular 
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feelings about ghostihg. 4% over the almost e~ual groupings 
felt appreciation as opposed to resentment. 
Here are some of the comments of appreciation. #18 said i 
is '~very tough to do another man's ·,wrk. n #27 pointed out: 
-~Best way to learn if you are young. Later on it is a legiti-
"" ;. 
mate way to earn a living if your work is not selling for 
some reason. 11 #29 commented: nNo, I considered it good exper-
. 
ience and in fact led to my eventually taking over. n #41 
." 
defended the original creator against any claims of the 
ghost cartoonist: 
11No, the creation of a strip is the biggest 
hurdle, and any person who succeeds in creating 
a salable feature is entitled to all recognition. 
he is the pioneer, the trailblazer. He has earned 
the right to exclusive recognit~on.~ 
-#49 admitted: ~~My ego suffered but I appreciated the 
opportunity and enjoyed the WOl."'k very much.-~' #50 claimed he 
was 1_1grateful for the experience and chance to help the 
~ 
fellow who got me started in the field .. :~ 
But there were some strong feelings of resentment. #8 
said: 1:Frankly at times when I did something real well; I felt 
that the creator was getting the credit but it didntt bother 
me too much. 1~ #3 said he would like recognition for the gags 
and artvmrk he ·ghosted. #32 admitted that he felt a mild 
resentment ~~that I recieved no public recognition. #61 pointed 
., 
~ 
out that 11 one is not free.to express one 1 s own ideas.n 
However the largest group said they had no particu~ar 
feelings about ghosting. #22 said, ~None;· it was a job. 11 #23 
said: nit was done early in my career to help other artists 
behind schedule or temporarily ill - and I was glad of the 
extra money I earned~~.~. Sometimes an artist is more conscientou:: 
when the stx•ip is his ow~' #62 admftted he had no particular 
feelings about ghosting but n.when latel"' I had the strip under 
my own name I took greater care with the.artwork. 11 
sometimes there have been strong emotional conf'licts 
between an established cartoonist and his ghost, as the examplE 
of Bud Fisher and ~l smith shows~ In 1907 BUd Fisher won great 
fame abd fortune with his ~~Muut & J eff 1~ strip but was unable tc 
handle his succes·s~' .A.l Smith was called in to help Fisher. n. IJ: 
the years that followed they fought cons:bantly.' .Al quit four 
timesj· Fisher always persuaded Al to return.n According to 
Smith; Fisher, who was an alcoholic, would sometimes ruin a 
.. 
v-rhole week of finished era·wingd by spilling ink on them. As 
Fisher's condition worsened, Smith took over the entire strip. 
11
.So subtl-e-were the changes that no one knew·1J""~ Fisher no longer 
27. 
did 'Mutt & Jeff. tll 
..... - . -.'; 
The last question concerning ghosting asks why the 
cartoonist engaged in this work if he found it so distasteful. 
We found after cataloguing the answers that· there were three 
broad groupings: (l) economic; (2) opportunity; and (3) creato-
incapacitated. 
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TABLE 36 
..• 
REASONS FOR GHOSTING 
v' . 
Categorie.§. Number of .§ab,jects Percentages Coding Key 
u 
1. Economic 11 47.@3% B 27 if 
2. Opportunity 7 30.43% applicable 
3· Creator 
incapicitated 5 21.74%. 
N - 23 100.00%. 
The vast majority of cartoonists who undertook ghosting 
did it for just one reason - money.· T~e second largest group 
undertook ghosting as the next best thing to having a strip of 
their own~ The third group undertook ghosting because the 
original creator no longer was healthy enough to contfunue 
working. 
In the economic category, we find#l citing: neconomic 
' 
reasons plus a des ire to try something new·and different .. n 
#3 put it very simply: ~:I like to eat. n 11Dough, 11, is #16' s repl, 
while ~:moneyn. is #27's. #38 said: 1.~For moneyr \lfhat else? 11 
~ . . 
sometimes the main reason was for money but also professional 
pride was involved~' nYJ!oney mainly - secondly a chance to prove 
. 
to myself that I could handle the assignment - third - a 
pos'sible try at syndication. ~1, 
Some valued the opportunity more than money. #8 said he 
ghosted first because he liked cartooning and still does; and 
secondly to earn a good living. ni accepted because I had the 
opportunity. ~1, #22 valued in this order: "1. Experience gained. 
2. Salary. 11 
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Eventually some cartoonists became unable to carry on 
their strips. #4 said he was working as the cartoonist.~s 
assistant when he took over after the cartoonist became ill. 
#50 said "-it was my job when a stroke made him unable to work~-' 
~ 
#55 gave three different reasons for ghosting three .different 
strips. He did the first for f'riendship 1 s sake, the second for 
money, and the third for the above plus exoerience. 
The next question as~s these established cartoonists 
what kind of' a strip would they like to work on if' they could 
begin again right nqw. As in other open-ended questions the 
categories were devised after the answers ~~d been analyzed. 
There were five categories: (l). humor, (2) adventure; (3) 
.. 
family, (4) the same, and (5) not given. 
TABLE 37 
NEW TYPE OF STRIP 
Categories Nnmbe;r of Subjects Percentages Oodi!!el Key 
.. 
l. Humor 31 ' 56.36% No punch 
2. As venture 6 . 10.91%. 
3· :~ramilY 3 5-45% 4. Same 5 9. orjfo_ 
5. Not given 10 l1B.l8~ 
N - 55 100 • .'00 0 
-
The largest percentage (56%) would like to do a strip 
based on htmor. The second largest group ptef'erred not to 
mention their plans. SiX wanted to work on adventure strips; 
and five wished to continue the same kind of strip. Just why 
humor strips sh9uld be so popular is partly because syndicate 
editors, according to cartoonists# prefer them at this time. 
............. --------~--~----------~--~ 
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#3 said he would try ~anything a syndicate editor would 
-like to buy. I'd like to do one about a small town (gag strip) 
status-seeking type of' thing .. 11 · f#f+ said he wanted to do n social 
satire. 11 #5 wished :for--a uhumorous daily situation rather 
.,_ 
than a story - with a character the basis, a strong personalit 
to w:bich all the other characters would be secondary. ~ 1 
. 
//15 said he desired to do ~~something simple and. warm with 
-
a little :fantasy and a lot of' comment~ 11 #19 spoke of 
- . 
techniques: ~Small space-saving type with modern art t~eatment 
.. 
-Concentratimg on simplicity. 11 #23 attacked]_ the sick~ sick 
trend: ~~.I would like to do unsick humor based on truth - vli th 
a happy pDemise - on a general subject having wide appeal. #26 
said: ~'_Simply comic now in favor with editors would be about 
all one could sell right now.~~ #41 said a strip should be 
~~strictly humorous. The continuity type strip offers little 
-fun in its creation and a strip should delight its creatpr." 
#48 would do a ~'.talking animal strip in vrhich the animals 
would assume human actJ..ons and habits. M~v.reason :for this 
would be that I love dra~tJing animals. n #60 wished to- 00 a 
strip about six to seven year old children. #61 believes a 
new strip should have na laugh at the end of each panel. Per-
haps a family idea. Le~st amount of copy possible in balloons. , 
However, some cartoonists favor the adventure strip~' #18 
said he would like to do a strip of n adventure and satire· n 
-. 
#27 stated: nAdventure - it has the broadest scope and longest 
_,_ 
-. 
potential life - and it· is my best ~utlet. n. #34 prefers ''out-
" 
door adventure.,'~. #4o said it simply: 1,1Adventure. ~t ';~ I< ,';1 
- ~ ~ 
Three want to do the family type strip. #1 prefers tta 
family life story of the human interest type.n#35 would like 
to do ~:semi-cartoon~ semi-realism that did not call for such 
-
exact realism; which is time consuming; and not too creatiue 
in i tself~.1. bas.ed on a family type strip. #36 wants to do a 
.. -
family strip :',in 21st century .. 11 
~five wanted to do the same kind of strip they had been 
-doing.· #7 ·would e.o it "along the same iine11 as his stri'p~#24 
would change his strip~slightly by adding ~a little more ~d.­
venture in the story line~ill #30 would do ~exactly the same.~~ 
Ten; who would like to start d:tfferent kinds of strips 
would not comment~i #2 saiG.: nThat is somewl-1.-at of a military 
secret, for I have many plans which unfortunately will probab 
never come off. #43 said, nr wouldn 1 t even guess. #44 said: 
f.~Whyt speculate? rtm tiedcup. I~ll be over eighty. I should 
live so long. #49 said: 1~Illustrati ve in art - but I am not 
. 
certain as to what the format should be. 11 #55 said only that a 
new strip would be na highly successful kind. 11 
Syndicat.e:s are the distributil'lg agencies for cartoon 
strilps~' They perform an essential service for selling the 
strips to the newspaper editors, but how do cartoonists see 
their role? #33 asks '\'l'hether the cartoonist is satisfied with 
the syndicate; #34 asks what aspects of syndication the car-
toonist likes; and #3~5asks which aspects they dislike~ 
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TABLE 38 
ATTITUDE TOWARDS SYI~DICATE ~JGEMENTS 
' ' 
Category Number of SubJects Percentages Codigg Key 
------
1. Satisfied 49 81.'67% B 24 if 
2. Not applicable 
satisfied 11 18~'33%. 
3· No. ans\"ier r;62. o.oO% N - 100."00% 
we discover that the vast majority of cartoonists are 
satisfied~ More than four to one claim they are reasonably 
satisfied with their syndicates~i The next question will delve 
into the pro and con aspects of syndication and the cartoonist t 
attitudes toward syndi'cates~l 
TABLE 39 
SATISFACTORY ASPECTS OF SYNDICATION 
Categories Number of Subjects Percentages Coding Kez_ 
1. Friendship 19 36~52% B24 if 
2. Editori~l applicable 
freedom 14 26 ·'92% 
3• ~oney 8 15~'58% 
4. Business 
ability 6 11.54% 
5· Ownership 5~77% of feature 3 
6. Selling & 
5:·177% promotion 3 
7· Miscellaneous 2 3.-85% 
8. Negative at 
best 2 _3~~)~ N - 52 100. 0 
The largest group .. 19 of the 52; valued~their friendly 
relationship with the syndicate;. the second group, 14 in all, 
appreciated the editorial freedom; and the third group, eight 
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in all; appreciated the mdil.e~::..'"'most:Z:'l•~henmit is Business abili t r 
( 8); ownership of a feature (3); sel'iing and promoti'on (3); 
miscellaneous (2); and negative at best (2). 
Friendly relationships are valued by #5 as he remarks: 
"Good relations and co-operation on the part of the syndicate 
.. 
personnel. ~1 #7 valued the ~~fairness and, of course, the money. 
- -#14 likes the npersonal relationships with my editors and the 
abscence of bickering over trifles. ~ 1. #15. a highly successful 
cartoonist, said: 
~~!-1utual respect and trust. They treat me as :bhough 
I am doing something of value &ld as a result I try 
to give them just that· They have pproven so fair 
and considerate I feel we don 1 t even need a contact. n 
ll7 said his syndicate had a ~lhell of a bunch of people 
but, so far~ weak in the sales department~; Maybe the fault is 
in the strip itself. 11 #23 appreciates ~:.the fact that we are 
.. " ...... 
still in love after 35 years of constant and close association r~ 
#36 is grateful that he is dealing with ;~,gentlemen.~.~, 
-#60 sees himself handling the creative aspects while the 
syndicate promotes and sells the strip.. This makes 1 ~ for under 
standing . 11_ In friendly rela-tionships one sy-.a.dicat.e in partic-
ular was singled out for especially friendly service; but its 
name must remain anonymous. 
ThB next largest group valued editorial freedom.· #3 point~ 
out that 11 L can live wherever I 1Illke~ 1 I have a free rein on 
·~.? 
ideas~' The syndicate doesn1 t bother men_ #4 appreciates that 
the syndicate leaves him alone~ and ailiso serves as a buffer 
76. 
between him and offiici1als of a bak 11 whom I desni'se:ln 
- . - ."'~, 
Edi tori'al freedom is something the syndi'cate does not 
curtail, perhaps because they hav:e so many strips it would be 
hard to supervise all of them. Thus #6 valuBs the syndicate 
leaving him alone, and he feels that they are more n.than fair 
~ 
about the money~~.~ Because cartoonists are located all over t:t ~ 
country they can draw 1nri thout much supel"'Vision~ #11 points Qllt 
!'.I am given an entirely free hand to draw as I wish 
with practically no editorial supervision~ The syndi-
cate iB llifuoOilieu.a~and which makes it convenient for 
no interference o~their part. 11. 
#26 values the standal"'d 50% dmm-the-line contract; 11and 
they don't advise, meddle in _£Qntinuity, ~pass on characters.u. 
For #29 i't is the ;'_ability to have free rein in editorial 
matters and artistic license.~ #48 values nthe fact that I 
·:'< 
can w-~ite and draw what I please without someone constantly 
correctfng or telling me.what I can do or cannot do~~ 
Financial considerations please some of our respondents. 
The remarks are ndough11 (16);. n1'ay11 (18); ni am on the pay-
~ • r . 
roll.,11 (3~). #38 likes nthe monthly pay checlt. 11 #61 likes the 
. . 
50-50 arrangement. 
Some appreciate the business end of cartooning being 
handled by the syndicate~i #1 appreciates the l1.freedom from 
responsibility for sales and collections.~~ #2 likes ntheir 
knowledge of business matters 11.vvhen it comes to outside dealin! s~ 
#19 l~kes 11.the· fact :!)hat we are completely divorced from the 
mechanical and distributional factors.n #63 is relieved that 
the syndicate .1:hand.les all the selling of the feature and 
business,n 
There are some cartooni1s'ts who own their own strips. #27; 
a famous adventure strip creator; said: !:I have editorial 
control and own the property.' OVer the life of the con:bract my 
syndicate leases the package~ and it returns at expiratibn.n 
- ·;:-
#35 said concer~ng his ownership of his strip: 
~1 I ow.a my own featur.e and recieve 50% of the gross 
:feceipts~1 All promotiqnal.,and advertising acti vi ti'es 
are done by the s,ftlldi1cate.i Ben Day overlays are done 
by the syndicate~' 1 . 
seiling and p'!'omotibn. are valued by #22 and #37 •· #22 sai'd 
~1.Possibllity of wide sales coverage~~ pleases him.' #37 said: 
- - -~~They fight as hard for me as I figlit for them~'~.1• #53 said his 
·~ . . 
~yndi'cate 1~is very promotion-minded an.d has great salesmane lt 
ft 
Thel"e were two cartoonists who could th'illk of nothing 
positive about their syndicates., #9 said: n.I can 1 t think of 
.. -
anything except mailing out the strips and bills. 11 #41 sourly 
remarked: 11 Ilil my most charitable moment of contemplation~ I 
@annot bestow even one small complimemt to my syndicate~·11 
Turning now to #35 we inquire into the uns'atisfactory 
aspects of syndicatf~n. 
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TABlE 40 
. ., 
UNSATISFACTORY ASPECTS OF SYNDICATION 
·o • 
Cat:egorief:! 
l ' 
-· 
Unfair 
f'jmucial 
arrangement 10 25-00% B24 if 
2. Not o-wning applicable 
22.50% copyright 9 
3· Lack of 
promoti'on 8 20~'00% 
4. Poor editorial 
"Vrork 5 12.50% 
5. No security if' 
strip ends 3 7-50%. 
6. Poor relations 2 s.oo% 
7. Miscellaneous 3 7* N - 46 LOO.OO o 
·.! 
The chief' complain.t is directed against what the cartoon-
ists consider unfair f'iJ1mllcial arrangements~; Nine cartoonists 
resent not owning the copyright; ;Y;he sy-ndicates usually O\ID 
the strips. Eight cartoonists feel that the syndicate is not 
working hard enough at pl"omotion .. ' Poor editorial work is 
deplored by five cartoonists~i Three are anxious because there 
is no security if and when the strip ends. Poor relati'onship; i.I 
general; with the syndicate was cited by only two cartoonists. 
There were three miscellaneous criticisms. 
Comparing q_uesti'Ons 34 and 35, we see that friendly 
relations counted most for favorable relations~ while unfair 
financial arrangements counted heaviest against the syndicates 
Editorial freedom was the second most favored aspect of syn-
dicati'on, while poor editorial supervision rated 5th in the 
unsatisfactory arrangements:' T:b..is may be partly attributed 
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" . 
to the syndicates earlier b.eil:J.g praised for non..::futerferen.ce, 
which some cartoonists may regard as negliagence~1 The unhappy 
cartoonists dislikes first the monetary arrangements \vh1.le the 
sati:sfied cartoonists put monetary arrangements in third place 
Those happy about owning the. strip numbered.t:b~ee in #34; but 
in #35 nine cartoonists attacked this situation. Sel~ and 
promotion v1as likedo@Ybt:b~ee cartoonists but disliked by eight 
Writing of unfair financial aspects #4 sal'd bitterly he 
was not permitted to sign his own name, collected less t:b....an 5% 
of tbe profits from his collective endeavors~ #8 called for a 
better percentage of the by-products. 
#12 said: tti would prefer to have income based on circu-
lat:Lon rather than on a salary as I do. 1:1· #29 said he ~would 
- ~ 
prefer to work on a percentage rather than a fixed income~'11 
#42 commented sadly: nAs staed above; the typical syndicate 
contract is out of balance vTi th greatest benefit to the syndi-
cate. Not enough is dol!le to encourage new untried art:Lst. tt 
#62 explained the way the system often works: 
11
_Some syndicates sell strips in packages. Some of 
the individual strips belong completely to the syndi-
cate~ others in part or full to those who produce them. 
The package aale allows the syndicate to set whatever 
price on each strip. It would be to their advantage to 
set the price of their own material higher. 
Ex. #1 
#2 
#3 
Syndicate s~r:Lp ownership $40 
Ownership by cartoonist ~;6 
Ownership by another car;;.oord.st. 
toonist l4 
f50 total 
vreekly cha.rg ~ 
to papers 
Not o~ming the copjright is one of the mostvresented 
features of syr:lldication:4 #20 re.sents that the ownership of a 
.. 
c:D.eation rests ~~solely with a syndicate.u. #24 said: ttour ovm 
creation does not belong to us~l This aspect seems basically 
l.IImfai'r but is a condition to which most agree to get started. n 
#25 points out that lacking a copyri'ght means the cartoonist 
has no security if the syndicate decides to cu~op him. #56 
complained about ntl:leir .owning the cmpyright; hence having the 
. 
power to turn down the use of· my char8,£cters for uommercial 
products~~~ 
Lack olfi promoti'on bothered #9; 1,"lho said: 11 Their cut is 
5C$£. After the strip is sold;· they just sit a;ound clippilug 
coupons while the artist ·swea"hs blood •. n #23 complained about 
the lack of ~1,con.s'tant promotion for the old and reliable 
1 standard stri'psl that have been and s;Y;ill are the backbone 
of the business. n 
·;-
#28 criticized the syndicates ~~for not enough constant 
promotion and sales. They spread themselves too thin by hand-
ling too many products. #30 said he thought his syndicate 
could have more aggressive salesmen~! 
Tbree respondents '\vorri·ed because they have no security if 
their strip ends .. #2 said: ~1.I a.m. never completely sure as to 
what would happen to my family in regard to their rights in 
case I were to die~'n i¥48 said he disliked '.~the fact that if I 
~ ~ 
should die my fami'ly would recieve no rights or benefits from 
something which I created.'11• 
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Editori'a~ criticisms w ere .attacked for their ngrowing 
-
list of taboos (16). #37 cri'ti'cized ~1.a tendency for the syndi 
cate to forget that they· are agents and not creators .n #41 was 
bitter over 1~the syndic:atet s omniscient. belief- that -it is more 
than just a sales agency .. EQ.itorial superV1SQJQn should never b 
attempted by untalented meri.~'11, 
;Poor colll.1ThUlillicati.bn with the syndi'cates vras lamented by 
two respondents;1 #14 wanted to lrnow why he is :~not fulJLy infor-
medoWh~R~-'c, papers use me and how much they pay. 11 #34 complainea :~) 
about the lacK of ;personal contact .. lt 
Three had mis·cellan.eous complaints. #21 dislikes' ';.colorine 
Sunday pan.els 11 ; #38 dislikes ~~.the hralfi work;': and #54 dislikes 
the ~.:fines - for ·missing deaaiines .. 1: 
The 36th question asks the cartoonist to foresee the futur~ 
of the American comic strip. It is probably the most important 
question to the comic strip ·business~ because their attitude 
demohstrates ho"lv much vitality remains in this 65-year-old 
giant of the mass media. 
TABLE 41 
THE FUTURE OF . THE Al{ERI CAN COMIC STRIP 
_Qategories NUmber of 
----
-subjects Percentag·es Coding If~ 
1. prosperous 11 20. 7!5% No punch 
2. Adverse 16 30-19% 
3. Cha~lenging 9 16~98% 
4. Endures re-
latively 
20.-76% unchanged ll 
5· Predominant 
type of strip 4' 7·55% 
6. Same as now 2 ·3•--75%-·" 
1\'r r:"i?::;" , "" .r\r\t:tl 
The largest single category views with alarm; more than 
30% were worried about the future of the Ameri'can comic strip~ 
Some 42}& sa\"/' tre future as no worse than the present time; 21% 
see the future as prosperous; and also 21% see the future as 
relatively unchanged~ Some 17% of tho cartoonists see the fu~i •e 
ure as challenging~~ Almost 8% named the predominant type of 
'.t.· 
strip they think wilT, he most popular~' A mel"e 4%,. see the fut-
ure the same as now. 
Respondent 2 said: ttwe seem to lack the real geniuses of 
yesterday and· are relying too much on i"''ri ter_artist teams. 
Newspaper editors:, too; are squeezing us out of space. n 
#4 WJ.'"'ote lengthily: 
•.• ~Because of the so-called 'exploding' population 
rise there will be a bigger market for comics - but 
because of the increasing socializing process that 
goes with it (this process acclerated by more con-
sumers, fe"Vver, xonsumer good) the overall quality vrill 
b:e reduced.- . 
Many gags that went over 20 years ago cannot be U3~ 
used today because 1.) they might offend a small 
percenta&~ of readers and 2.) they would not be 
understood by an egpally small (but grmving number 
of readers.} 
A scramble for control has focused a ttentibn on 
comics and made them self conscious;1 And that self 
consciousness as in all phases of civilized socie:by 
is a force tending to bring all comics to the same 
shade of 'normal.' More and more cartoons flood the 
market each year, .. yet a remarkable majori tybof them 
are look-alikes. 
Good new~comics are almost never born in a large 
syndicate where the social mania for 1 normal~y 1 or 
averageness~ is at the greatest.~~ .. 
#16 sees a bleak future as the trend turns ~'.toward 
-
machine-made simple stl"'ips dreamed up by committees. n #17 
worrilA~ about tt an increasing sUPPlY o~· ~ood talent and 
a diminishing demand tha,nks to T~. 11 #20 said he saw no great 
' ' ' 
future for the medium. ~:A fe-r.·r strips wi'll. ahvays be popular 
and strips in general i"lill hab'e a wide readership - but they 
will not have the vogue they used to have.lf #21 complained 
that 1~comics are getting too unfunny. 11 
~ -
//26 wrote about a pessimiS.ti·c future: 
11vve still benefit from the underexposure 
(30 seconds) which allow us to hold readers 
without tiring of us the way they do of Tv 
talents! :n.1any of us also vrould like higher 
quality writing~; However in the long run the 
motionless postage stamp size pictures we 
draw will succumb more and more to reader de-
emphasis and further loss of prestige until 
eventually I suppose we will be supplanted by 
the electronic Demotely produced ( in your own 
home) newspaper. 
#27 saV>r the future as unsteady. H.The form will survive 
but only the strong features will survive. 11 #39 said 11 because 
of increases in techniques of communicatiom and means - comics 
have less interest and importance. 1 ~ j46 called angrily for 
the time tt,when comic editors learn to respect rather than to 
-
misrepresent the mentality of the average reader; the ~i.rst 
step tovrard an unlim±t-e§:. future will have been taken. 11 #49 
worri'ed about the present trend towards newspaper consolidatio 1. 
making for a smaller market and less comp~i):ttmroa.~tn 
Diminishing size worries #55 because this lessens its 
~:potential as a showplace for capital-A-art and spawning 
,, 
cave drawings that fit into little minds.~: #41 said comic 
strips would never again flourish as before becaus~ of the 
deeu inroads of' televison.· ~~TV has produced a mild public 
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impatience with any entertainment that cannot be completely 
absorbed in one sitting .. i This affects the potential of strips 
featuring comtinui ty • 11 
. . 
#37 said two aspects disturbed him: first was the smaller 
size of comic strips while other media ~as gr9\~ in size such 
as wide screen movies. Secondly he thought tll..at comic strios 
were w1ll.ered down compared to movies and tv.· ~~The Hays office 
has opened the door wide. 1~ 
Ro1rrever, there are some cartoonist who believe in the 
future of comic strios~1 #5 declared that the comic stTiJ? "will 
reflect the changing times and will continue to improve in the 
q_uality of the humor appreciated hy newspaper readers. 11 #14 
said that despite 1.1.first radio and tgen TV, comics are still 
gaining the audience~' I think they will. continue to grow. 1~18 
called the comic stri'p 1 ~the most liberal part of a newspaper; 
~ 
speaking of other strips than my own. 11 
. 
The comments of #29 on the potentia; of strips is 
interesti'ng: 
11 The comic strip has great potential. I think 
because: of its expressive and remunerative 
-oossib~i'li ti'es the field will dra\'V men from all 
walks of life to present their i'deas to the reader. 
There wil!. be more collaboration between the writer 
and the cartoonist to improve con.stantly the end 
product. n . 
nGood; a healthy change takes place from year to year; 11 
#40 said; adding that he foresaw the time 'VThen the stylized 
format would be broken and the comic strip become more popular 
~1:52 said: nThe newspaper field is saturated with comics~ 
A new one coming in must crowd annolder one out •. Theceffect 
should be better comi'cs~·n #63 said: 11It will grow bigger. It 
-is a great part of America as is baseball •. It is better to 
have papers filled -vrith laughter thaJJ:. only morbid propagand.a.u, 
While some cartoonists find the future adverse and others 
find it prosperous~- stil.IL others find the future a period of 
challenge. #10 predicts a time when the comic strips, except 
for old favorites; wfll run for three or four years like a 
~roadway show, #15 sees If fewer men in the business and wider 
"' 
. -
use of the better strips, tighter space and faster readership 
will demand simpler art, less dialogue and more modernly 
designed characters.~~ 
-
For #19; the future is ~1.unlimi ted. 11 he sees more copact 
~ -
strips and more ties with advertising. #22 sees the comic 
strip becoming ~~even more efficient in educating readers as 
well as entertaining them. ~1• #23 asked the syndicates 
tle reader 1 s intelligence ~d to n.filJl their need to laugh.,~~ 
More freedom of' expression r; called :for by #28. He wa;;_t · 
comic strips !~to gai'n strength to speak :freely~~. ~:or it will 
., 
b:ehi'nd and become sterile. t~ 
·~ 
#36 attacks the system for discouraging new talent and 
asks :for a change: 
nit has lost some of the great hold it once had 
on the public. The :future should be concentrated on 
winning back this influence. Competition is certainly 
keen.er and more abundant .. ·Method o:f reaching the goals 
is too hit or miss and divergent. When some young 
86 .. 
ttfellow asks me -_as they frequently do-: how to 
get into the cartooning field I can't possibly tell 
him. Learning the craft is part of it but on:J,.y a 
small.pa rt. Selling your work and gaining acceptance 
is another story and not a very clear one. 
I wouldN't knovr how tp go about it-today. The 
impossible labyrinth of the system discourages too 
ma..ny with. a fresh approach. TheY die::'r.a-blooming. n 
But to some cartoonist the future looks relatively un-
chan.ed~· #6 said she bought papers because ni can't do without 
~ ' 
certain strips every day. TY will never replace the comic 
strip. #8 said: ~~Comic strips and cartoons are an American 
way of' life and they vrill last as long as our country does. 
New strips willappear and only the best efforts will survive~'tt 
#32 said conf'idently: ~The comic strip has .shown surprising 
staying power in the face of tremendous competition from radio 
movies, and televison. If it should keep pace with public 
sophistication it should be around. a long time.~ 
Predominant types of strip were named by some respondents. 
#7 thought ~~children' s strips will holcL. n~ #13 thought gag 
. - -
strips ~-t_.will outlast the story strips due to TV. 11 #34 ·worried 
-about the future of adventure strips and looked for satire to 
be in the ascendancy~1~1, 
The 37th question delves into the cartoonistts income. Thi 
is a highly personal question,and as may be expected, some 
cartoonists did not answer.' The range of income goes from unde 
$7;500 to over $150,000. We based income on an aver~e for the 
last three years so as to get a malanced average. The high 
incomes in cartooning and the relatively high minimum helps 
guarantee a high level of talent~' How many cartoonists really 
make hundreds of thousands oft dollars or is this just a myth 
of the profession? 
TABLE 42 
4 
. 
ANNUAL INCOME FOR LAST THREE YEARS 
-· 
. 
.. 
Qp/:t}S?.so~tes Number of 
------
Sub,jects Percentages Coding Key 
1. Under 
i7,500 3 .5.88% R 1-4 
2. 7,500-
1o;ooo 3 5 .. 88% 
3· 10~000-
l5;ooo 9 17.65% 
4. i5;ooo-
25,000 15 29.41% 
5· 125,000-$5o;ooo 9 17-65% 
6. '!. . ~50,000-
r5,000 6 11.76% 7- 75,000-
100,000 1 1.96% 
8. 100,000-
150,000 3 5.88% 
9· Ove·r 
s15o;ooo 2 3-9~~ 
o. No answer 12 o. 00 0 
N - 51 100. 001o 
Since 81% of the respondents answered this question about 
income we able to get a fairly good idea of how much money th~ 
make. The largest group (29%) makes between $15,000-$25,000 
. . 
annually. The secon.d largest grouping is in the categories 
. . 
below and above this category. That is: the $10~000-$15;ooo 
and the $25,000-$50;ooo categories aEe equal. These three 
. . . 
categories combined equall 66% of tts N. After this category 
comes the $5o;ooo-$75;ooo with 12%. Almost 6% make between 
$loo,ooo and $15o;ooo. Almost 4% make over $15o;ooo. 
88. 
Almost 2% make over $75 ;ooo and less than ~~100, ooo. On the lov. 
end of the scale almost 6% each malre under $7,500 or under 
$3P, ooo. 
' It seems then that financially the average cartoonist 
does well, as only 5~88% made under $7;500 and the salary 
range extends to over $150, 000. It -vmuld appear that a...n esta-
blished cartoonist can ?ount on a very high income ranging as 
high as a corporation executive and perhaps higher. 
But ·when we break this income down what do we find, How 
much, for example, comes from comic strips alone'? Ho-vr much of 
. 
it comes from other sources'? 
' 
TABLE 43 
~'iJJ.;!lt~'lENTARY INC OI.rn: 
Categories Number of SUbjects P ere ent~~eS: s Coding]::~ 
---
.f ·'· 
1 • ~dv~rt£ si~g ~ 31.57% B 20 if 2. omlC 00 15.79% applicable 
3· Greeting cards 2 10.52% 
4~ Investments 3 ·. d!.. 15.79/o 
5· Magazine 
15-79% artwork 3 
6. Writing 
income 2 10.52%. 
7- Not given 10 o.oo~ 
N - I9 -100.00 v··· 
There ~vere actually 29 respondents J?i§9- this question who 
earn income outside their comic strips. But only 19 ca])ed to 
break it down. Advertising led the way with almost 32% of the 
total, followed bybthree equal groups with almost 16% apiece: 
comic books, investments, and magazine artwork. Sharing 21% 
between them are the cartoonists with greeting card interests 
and those 1tli th additional w-.ci ting income~ 
As an example of what these cartoonists do to earn extra 
money; #6 sai a. she got 11 mo st from comic strips. others: 
.. 
greeting cards; magazine work, ads, TV appearances; etc.n 
#11 who makes under $7;soo supplements his income by 
doing cartoons and cartoon ,spots forposters ,and· publication:. 
#18 makes his monet thist~way: ~1.$4,500 of $15,000 from comic • 
-' ' 
Publication royalties $500; noveilis $2;500, fiction writing, 
. . 
$7,500. n #23 breaks it down thusly: tt.50% s·trips; 50% 
. -
investments or in other busi'ness. ( $5 , 000-$50; 000) . 11 #29 
,, . ~ 
said 95% came from his strip and 5% from advertising spots 
and comic books. And there are the c;mtoonists who did not 
care to break this do~m like #27 who earns 90% of his over 
$15o;ooo income from his strip while not caring to disclose 
~he other sources. #34 made So% of his $75,000-$100,000 
from his strip With the rest unspecified. 
The next five questions relate to the recreational 
interests of the cartoonists. #39 asks ii'Thich newspapers the 
cartoonist reads. #L~O asl~ which magazines he reads. #41 asks 
which clubs and societies he belongs to. Special attention 
irlill be paid to the National Cartoonist Society .#42 asJts hin 
to list his hobbies and #4 to list his sports. 
Categor;y: 
1. Applies 
TABLE 44 
NEWSPAPER READERS 
Number. of Sub .jects Percentage 
-----.. ~ · 55·.· 8r.36% 
. N - 55 . 8 7 • .?0% 
Coding KeY 
R5 if 
applicable 
90· 
we can see how most of our respondents read newspapers . 
. 87.30% read newspapers, and the next table will list them.· 
Oddly enough there are exactly 55 papers listed. 
TABLE 45 
.. 
NEWSPAPERS 
~mes Numba6 
1. Albany Times 1 
2. krcadia Tribune 1 
3. Atlanta Constitution 1 
4. ~tlanta Journal 1 
5. Bergen Record 1 
6. Brigs on Record 1 
7. Chicago Ameri'can-Tribune 2 
8. Chicago ~ally News 2 
9· Chicago Sun Times 4 
10. Chicago Tribune 4 
11~· Cleveland Plain Dealer 2 
12. Cleveland Press . 2 
13. Des Moines Register 1 
14. Elizabeth Daily Journal 1 
15. Gfi.een"V'rich Times 1 
16. Hayward Review 1 
17. Indianapolis News 2 
18~· Indianapolis Star 2 
19. Laconia C:E;tizen 1 
20. Long Isla~d Newsday 1 
21. Long Island Dress 2 
22. Log. Angeles Examiner 1 
23. ~s ~ngeles Herald-EXpress 1 
24. Los ~ngeles Mirror-News 3 
25. l£s .Angeles Ti·mes 6 
26. M.e,redith News..:.. sun 1 
27. M@xico City News 1 
28. Miami Daily News 1 
29. Miami Herald 1 
30. Milwaukee Journal 1 
31. Iviilwaukee Set:ttinel 1 
32. New Castle CQurier-Times 1 
33· New York Heral~ Tribune 15 
34. New York Journal~American 7 
35· New York Mirror .. 7 
36. Nevr York News 9 
37. New York Post 3 
\ \..iVJ..LU 
:E:.arc en tag es Coding_~ 
.· R i1 if 
applict";O o 
able 
~1. 
T~LE 45 ( C0ntinued) 
Number Percentages C~dine; Ke;y: 
38. New York sunday Times 
~9. New York Times ~ 
40. New York W0rld T~legram 
41. Oakland Tribune e 
42. Orlando Sentinel 
43. Pioneer Press 
44. St. Paul Dispatch 
45. St~ Petersb~~ghindependent 
46. St. Petersburg Times 
47. San Francisco C!froni'cle 
48. san Francisco ExamiErBr 
49. Santa Rosa Press Democrat 
50. Stan~ord Advocate 
51. Staten Island Advance 
52. Toledo Blade 
53. Tolado Times 
54. Valley Times 
55. Washington Post 
2 > 
10 
5 
l 
l 
l 
1 
1 
l 
4 
1 
l 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
l 
56. 
57. 
58. 
All Indianapolis papers l 
Local papers ~rom Lo$ Angelesl 
Local papers ~rom Narr~gton, 
Illinois l 
Miscellaneous 6 
N - 139 59-
R 5 i:t' 
applicable 
What is learned from this list is that the 55 respon-
dents read on the average at leas:b two papers.' But outside of 
some New York papers no one paper is universally read. The 
most widely read paper is the New .Yorlr. Herald Tribune. 
The next quest1:on. asks which magazines the cartoonist 
reads.' Here aiso there is a long list. Cartoonists· appear to 
be avi·d readers o:t' the mass media~: 
- 92. 
TABLE 46 
~,;:>; 
MAGAZINE READERSHIP 
Category Numher of .fui£jects Percentag_e Coding Key: 
1.· Applies 57 90.48% R 6 if 
57 90.48% 
applicable 
N~ 
TABLE 47 
MAGAZINES 
:;;0 ,..1 
Names 
--
1. ·.America l .49% R 6 if 
2. ~mericw..Artist · 2 ~98% applicable 
3- American ··cinematographer l ~49% 
4. .Alner:Lcan HeEt&~~e l - .49% 
5· Art Directions · l .49% 
6. .Art News l .49% .· 
• 
7· Better Homes & GArdens l .~49% 8.·,Business Week l .49% 
9·' Catholic Digest l .49% 
10. Consumer Reports l .49%. 
11. Editor & Publisher 4 1.90% 
12. Esquire 2 .98%. 
13. Field ~ stream 3 1.41% 
14. Fortume l ;'49%. 
15. Gospel Trumpet l .49% 
16. Guns l .49% 
·17. Harpers Magazine 5 2.1~3% 
18. Harpers Bazaar 1 .49% 
19. Holliday 4 1.90% 
20.' H0 me 1,1ovies l ~<49% 
21. Horizon 1 ~ 149% 
22. Ladie Home Journal l ~'49% 
23. Life 32 15.68% 
24.· Look 16 7·84% 
25. Maine Coast Fisherman 11 -49% 
26. McCall 1 s l· .49% 
27 .. Mechanix Illus'trated l .49% 
28 .. Motor Boating l .49%. 
29. National Geographic 7 3.49% 
30- Natural History l ~:49% 
(continued on next page) 
TABLE 47 
!.[AGAZINES 
~if ames Number . Percent§ges Coding Key 
131- New Yorker 
!32. Newsweek 
133. Photography 
134. Playboy 
13~. Popular Mechanics 136. Popular Photography 
37~ Punch 
138. Readers Digest 
39.· Redbook 
40 .. Reporter 
41. Saturday Evening Post 
42. Saturday Review of 
Literature 
43. Scientific .Am:eric.an 
44~' Seventeen 
45. The Sign 
46. Sports & Recreation 
47. Sports Illustrated 
48 •· Teen Digest 
49~ Theatre Digest 
50. Time 
51. Town & Country 
52. True 
53. US N e\"lS & WOrld Report 
54. Vogue 
55. Yachting 
56. 
56. Art magazines 
57· Cartoon publication 
58. All fashion magazines 
59· All' golf magazines 
60. Miscellaneous 
8 
6 
l 
3 
2 
l 
1 
11 
1 
2 
22 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
25 
1 
6 
4 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 
1 
7 
R 6 i:f 
appli'cable 
\'le find 55 magazines named. Lif'e is the most widely 
read magazine ·wi;Y;h 32 readers.' Time is next wi'tlh 25 readers 
and the Saturday--Evening Po·st is third with 22 readers. The 
cartoonists read almost four maga~ines each. Thus we see that 
not obly do the cartoonists contribute to the mass media 
e 94. 
but they are in constant touch with it. 
The next question concerns club membership; especially 
the National c~~toonist Society. 
Category_: 
1. Apply 
Category 
1. Applies 
TABLE 48 
CLUBS & SOCIETIES 
Number of Subjects 
53 
N - 53 
TABLE 49 
Percentage Coding_ ~ ~ 
84.13% R 7 if 
appli-
84.13% cable 
MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL CARTOONIST 
SOCIETY 
Number of Sub,iects 
N -
PercentaB§ Coding K~ 
57. 14% R 11 if 
~~~~-- applicable 
57.14% 
We find over 57% of the respondents belonging to the 
National Cartoonist So_ciety; while 84~;13% belonged to clubs 
in general. 36 (68%) of the club members belonged to the NCS. 
The rest of question 41 will deal with the list of organ-
izations to which the cartoonists belong. 
TABLE 50 
CLUBS & SOCIETIES 
I 95-
TABLE 50. 
CUJBS & SOCIETIES (continued) 
l'!ames Number Percentages Co<ling Key 
---
LQ>. Campfire' G-irls 1 
-97% R 7 if 
11. Pasadena Casting applicable 
Club 1 
-97% 12.; Community.Chest 1 
·97%. 
13. Corinthians l 
-97% 
14. Dutch Treat 1 ~97% 
15. Elks 2 1-94%. 
16.· Holy Name Society l 
-97% 
17. Society of Illustra~o 
a tors 6 5-83%. 
18. Kappa Sigma l . 97% 
19.' Kiwani'f? 3 2.91% 
20. I~ight oft Columbus l 
-91% 
21. Lambs 2 1-94% 
22. Lions 1 -97% 
23- Management Associationl . 9'7% 
24. Masons 2 l-94% 
25. Mexican Newspapermen 1 -97%. 'I 
26. Midland Authors 1 -91% 
27. l~ystery \vri ters of 
America 1 -97% 
28. National Aviation 
Club l ·97% 
29. National Comics 
5 ~'83%. Council 6 
30. National Press 1 ~97% 
31. Newspaper. G-uild 1 • 97%. 
32. Olympic Club 1 ·97% 
33· Overseas Press 1 -97% 
34. Parent Teachers 
Association l . 97% 
35· Phi Delta Theta 
36. Phi G-amma Delta 1 -97% 
37· Players 3 2.91% 
38. Rotary 3 2.91% 
39· 7th Regimental. 
-97% Veterans Association 1 
4o. Sigma Chi. 1 -97% 
41. Sigma Delta Chi 3 2. 91%. 
42. Silurians l ·91% 
43. Sunrisers l -97% 
(continued on next page) 
96. 
TABLE 50 
.. 
CLUBS & SOCIETIES (continued) 
Names Number 
41~. Technical Illust,rators 1 
45. Torch . 1 
46.· UCLAN (Upstate Cartoonist 
Soc~ety of' America 1 
47.· Western Wri~ers of' America 1 
48~ Art clubs 
49.' Beach club 
50~ 1 Camera Club 
51. CiVic Association 
52. Country clubs 
53. Golf' clubs 
54~ Local press clubs 
55~, Tennis club 
56.· Yacht clubs 
57~ :Miscellaneous 
3 
l 
1 
l 
5 
2 
4 
l 
3 
4 
N - 103 
Percentages Coding Key 
· 97%_ R 7 if' 
• 97% applicable 
• 97%. 
·91% 
2~ 191% 
·97% 
·97% 
·'97%. 
4.85% 
1-94%. 
3.88% 
·97%. 
2-91%. 3-8~ 
100.00% 
Cartoonists like to associate with other cartoonists and 
also with other artists ru~d writers. It is signi:ficent that t~e 
the Artist & Writers Society has the largest cartoonist mem-
bership outside of' the National CartoonLst Society with nine 
members. This is :follow·ed by the National comics counvil and 
the Society o:f Illustrators each with six members. Country 
clubs are popular with :five members~l However~ the National 
Cartoonist Society is the only organization approaching 
national stature. 
The 42nd questibn inquires into what kinds of' private 
avocation our cartoonist pursues. The :first part o:f this 
question lists the cartoonists who answered that they have 
hobbies; and the second half' lists those hobbi;es:l 
I 
e 
96. .. · 
.Categor;r Number of 
1. Appliel? 
TABLE 51 
HOBBIESTS 
Sub,jects Percentag·es 
57 90.48% 
N - 5'7 90.48% 
CodiTig Key 
R 8 if' 
applicable 
r~ro:De than 9 out of 10 cartoonists have outside hobbies. 
:TABLE 52 
HOBBIES 
Names Number Percent.ases 
---
L. A.at:tonom.y 1 1.20% 
2.: :Sridge 4 4~82% 
3· Campfire Girl Work 1 1.20%. 
g}..' Chess 3 3· 62%. 
5- Cinematography· 2 2.41% 
6. Collecting pro football 
data 1 1.20% 
7. Cooking 2 2.4l?b 
8 .. Darkroom photography 1 1.20%. 
9· Drawing 1 1.2o% 
10. Family 4 4.82% 
11. Firearms l 1.20% 
12. Gardening 3 3.62% 
19- Handicrafts 1 1.20% 
14. Hi-fi 1 1.2o% 
15. Home moVies 1 1.20% 
16.' Home repairs 2 2.41% 
17. Home remodeling 1 1.20% 
18.' Inventing toys 1 1.20% 
.19- Landscaping 1 l-2o% 
20.' Laughing 1 1.20% 
21.1 Modeli:n't 1 1.20% 22~ 1 Movies watching~ 1 1.20% 
23. Music (listening. 2 2.41% 
24. Outdoor work in country l 1.20% 
25. Painting 6 9-23% 
26. Photography 10 12 .. 05% 
(continued next page) 
~Coding Ke;2: 
R 8 if' 
applicable 
TABLE 52 
. 
HOBBIES 
Number P.erc·en-tages 6od'ing Key 
27. Playing musical instrunent . .s 
\· •' . 
ments 3 
28.' Playwriting I 
29. Poker 1 
30. Reading 8 
31. ·.Research · ·-4 1 
32. Sketc~ng 1 
33~ Television watching 
34. Theatre going 
35. Travelling 
36. Trip planning 
37. w~~~~oD~inging 
38. W~S:?<tLYSl~king 
39. \Ynii;plhUlf;fied 
4o.~ Unspecified 
1 
2 
4 
.2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
N.::~ 
R 8 if 
applicable 
Of' the 39 listed hohb11es ;· photography with 10 ad.Serents 
-vvas most popular.: It i's interesting to n.ote .that some 
cartooni'sts have as an avovation· art activities. ~ve have 
one sketcher, six painters, and three water color devotees.· 
The 43rd question turns to the subject of sports our 
cartoonists have found interesting As in the 42nd questi·on; 
the first part will ask how many engage in sports; and the 
second part will list the sports~~ 
Category 
l. Applies 
TABLE 53 
SPORTS ENTHUSIASTS 
Number of Subjects 
N -
·. 
51 
51 
Percentage~- Codi'ng Key 
80/94% 
Ioo .. ·oo% 
R9 if' 
applicable 
e 
98. 
'l[lfe note that almost 81% of the cartoonists still are 
interested in sports. 
TABLE 54 
SPORTS 
Names Number Percentages Coding Key 
1. Archery 1 1.06% R 9 if 
2. Basketball 1. 1. 06% . applicable 
3· Bicycling :£ 22. rtB% 
4. Boating 3 3-19% 
5. Bowling 7 7-45%. 
6. Calisthenics 1 1.06% 
7· Camping 1 1.06% 
8~ Fishing 10 10.64% 
9· Flying 1 1.06% 
10. Golf 22 23.44~ 
lia 1 Hunting 7 7.45 0 
12. Ice skating 2 2.13% 
13. Ocean racing 1 1.06%. 
14. Ping pong 1 1.06%. 
15. Sailing 5 5-33%. 
16.1 Sculling 1 1.06% 
17. Skiing 1 1.06%. 
18. Skindiving 1 1.06%. 
19. Softball 1 1.06% 
20. Spectator sports 2 2-13% 
21. Swimming 12 12.77% 
22. Table tennis 1 1.06%_ 
23. Tennis .~ c: 6~'38%. 1_,;) 
24. Volleyball 2 2.13% 
25. Weight lifting 1 1.06% 
26. IVIiscellaneous 1 1.06% 
R ..= 94 100. o6fo 
The most popular sport is golf; wi'tb over 23% of the 
respondents claiming it as their favorite. Swimming comes 
next with 13% and 11% for fishing. Bowling and hunting each 
have a bit over 7%-j 
The last questi·on in the survey considers any additional 
comments the cartoonist might be motivated to '·mention. The 
.:first table reveals hov-r many have additional comments, and th 
second table breaks down the answers. 
TABLE 55 
CA..'R.TOONISTB MAKING ADDITI01l""AL COMMENTS 
categor;y: Number of 
-
Sub,jects Percentage Coding Key 
l. ~pplies 32 50.79% R 10 if 
. applicable 
N - 32 5o. 7§% 
A little more than half the cartoonists were disposed 
-
to comment further. This question relates to question 36, the 
future of the American comic strip, in that the :future of' 
cartooning is discussed and often at length. The next table 
will break down the answers; and it v.rill be the last table 
in this chapter. 
Categories 
1. Favorable 
attitude 
towards 
survey 
2. Poor editorial 
policy by 
syndi'cates 
3· Criticism of 
syndicate 
:percentage 
TABLE 56 
ADDITIONAL COMI~~S 
Numo:e:nJ)o~ 8"db~}'eb~sct.Berf3entlageaso€ioa.fun@tr~§l 
._., 
3 9-38% 
4 12.50% 
2 6.18% 
(cont.; m1 Ac'l on next uap;e} 
R 10 if 
applicabl ~ 
100. 
TABLE 56 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
Categories Number of Subjects Percentages Codi~ Key 
5.' Censorship 1 3·13% R 10 if 
6 •· Luck as a applicable 
factor in 
succeeding 3 9-38% 
7. Length of time 
cartoonist has 
8~ 
worked 2 6.18% 
Creative sufferfng 
of the.cartoonist 1 3.13% 
9. £!Iiscellaneous 7 21.88% 
10. Originals to be 
mailed 4 12.50% 
11.' Additional perti-
Iient comments 
N .:::3~ ~ TO 
In surveying this list we see that there are 11 catego~ 
ries~' We note that the largest group sent in miscellaneous 
comments (22%). The second largesttgroups (12 .. '50%) each ment3:· 
:Loned a matte.r of interest to them~ 1 The first; category 2, 
attacked poor editori'al policies of the syndicates while the 
second; category 10·~ promised to mail in strips they had 
originally drawn to the Communication Research Center~' 
We find three categories each having three respondents~ 
category 1, favorable attitude towards survey; category 6, 
luck as a factor in succeedlng; and category 11, additional 
pertinent. comments .i This amounts to a little more than 9%. 
There are also three categories with two respondents each: 
category 3; criticism of syndicate percentafe; category 4, 
e small size of strip; and category 7, length of time 
. 
101. 
cartoonist has worked~' There was only on:e respondent each 
for category 5, censorsbip, and category 8, creative 
suffering of the c.artoonist. 
First, we are happy to repont that three of' our respon-
dents came forth to thank the Communications Research Center 
and the comics project director; Dr. David M. White, for the 
survey. Respondent 11 said: ncongratulations~ This survey is 
an excellent idea. ~1. #14 said, ;~I think you covered i t~'n The 
most lengthy comment was made by respondent 44: 
;1,And I would like to thanlc you for asking. I 
think you will have a very important job on your 
hands.' I am sure that you will do it well~: So far 
most studies of comics seem to have been made by 
amateurs with minds already made up. 11 
Poor editorial policy by the sy-..a.dicates were mentioned 
byfour respondents in quest:L'on 44. Thi's subject; unsatis-
. " 
factory syndicate relations;· was treated in #35; but evidentl 
our respondents felt called upon to comment further. Respon-
dent 4 was b:Ltter because he had ll...ad a strip idea recently 
rejected and attacked the edito~~s reason for rejection as 
silly: 
nJust this week I had an idea turned down. 
Listen in on the editor 1 s reasons--- 1 It deals 
with George Washington's birthday~ and we ought 
not to usE? gags based on holidays. 111 
Readers in many of the foreign countries 
where (author1 s strip) appears are completely 
unfamilar with Washgton's birthday and its 
meanings as well as with the legend about 
George Washington never telling a lie. 
When I was a boy I encountered many things 
on and off the comic pages that I was unfamilar 
102~ 
with --- but I was mnterested enough to find out 
what I could of the unfamilar --- and I learned a 
lot of things in the :process~' Today we :pride 
ourselves on the excellance of.our channels of 
communications --- how superior to the old daysl 
But if they are so superior why are we afraid to 
:publish something that the readers of less then 
15% of our client :papers .might not understand? 
Mybobservati·on as a result of several extensive 
trips to both the orient and Europe in the course 
of my work makes me think that a synMcate's eye-
brov-rs \vould be raised at the ratio of Japanese who 
knolv the legendary intimacies of George vvashington Is 
boyhood as compared to .Americans who don 1 t.1~ 
#36 menti'ons the alleged attitudes of many editors and 
publishers towards the comic strips they :publish: 
!~They consider a strip a necessary evil.· 
They begrudge :proper space (:probably because they 
fell they could sell the space to advertisers.) 
In these days of radio and televion the newspaper 
is no longer needed as a n~ws medium.: It is now 
theatre - and nobody will deny that the widest 
read of tlB newspaper features is the strip~ 
Than:ks for listening; Prof~ White.u 
One :powerful criticism of syndicatez is that the variet;} 
of strip ideas is limited~; According to #39, newspaper edit-
ors should 11 entertain wider.ideas for syndi.cati:on. 11 .Res:pon~ 
e 
dent 61 wrote at length on the difficulties a ne\v feature 
encounters from the syndicate; difficulties which are all 
too often insurmountable: 
tti feel that there are many excellent strips, 
four panels or tvm panels; which are submitted and 
are turned down.' These strips may be just what many 
editors are looking for, but they they never will 
have a chance to see them unless the individual 
artist starts his one-man syndicate~ 
103~' 
ttA solution would be for the syndicate to 
be a.bit more broad-mined, and to accept a few 
features, send out these features to get a 
feeling from editirs. Editors may see something 
·which they think is great for their individual 
papers. 11 
Some syndicates go for years without 
accepting any new features~l Cartoonists all 
over the country are faitl~ull sending in 
material .. ' Syndicates should indicate in the 
Editors ~ Publishers directory if' they are 
looking for new material or not. They ,(the 
editoriaa staffs) should make up their~minds 
on features without waiting six to eight 
months before a decison to a cartoonist is 
made.: This is a ~ripe from many of my car-
tooning pals. ~r. 
Critisism of the syudicatets percentage rankled two 
of our respondents.· #9 said flatly: !~The syndicate t s 5o% cut 
should be reduced by law. Itt is ridicules for an agent. n The 
other respondent;• #17, pointed out that he and his collab-
orator eachecieve 25% of the g;ross but they pay 25% of the 
mechanical charges • ''.Based on the going rate for trade 
.. 
advertising cartoons out here;· !, 1m doing about $1800 to $200C 
·worth of worlr per month for about $120. It 1 s lucky for me I 
-Two cartoonists criticized the growi'ng tendency to 
reduce the size o:r strips appearing in newspapers. #36 
dourly commented that editors :~reduce the strip 1 s size so 
-
much that the bifocal set can 1 t read it at all.1n Respondent 
35 wrote of the need to enhance the eye appeal of the 
average comic page: 
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~~Ti'i.i?"P.:ecimsaari.Bed in the comics industry for 
enh~ricing the eye appeal of' .the average comic page.· 
Comics, are in my opinion~ a ver~ potent factor in 
the ov~r-all newspaper presentati'on~; In too many 
instanc-es the editors do not gi'Ve sufficient play 
to the comics - "Vlhich are in actuality bringing in 
many readers.; The size has dropped to such minute 
proportions in. some papers that much artistic 
ei'i'ort is lost in thts respect. This holds true 
mostly for tb8 realistic story but there are quite 
a few of these - and since they represent the 
~continuing story~ approach - one that was used 
for years before comics - the reader should be 
able to see the people - and to feel a part of the 
story~! When three panels are reduced to 6 1/4 inch 
length - the effect is to destroy the illusion of 
realism - and kill reproduction potentialities 
almost completely ~a~ 
-Censorship was mentioned by only one man;; respondent 41~: 
~1.We cartoonists have had a bad time from certain 
church groups often headed by wonderfully fine mEn, 
misinformed in many ways. I would like to point amt 
we who work for ne•trspape:r syndicates are not the same 
scum doing dirty comic books. 1 In my own case I have 
not only my own editorial staff on the syndicate 
and News and Tribune checking every line and word -
but in .addition 575 other hard bitten censors to 
pass - every publisher who uses the strip~ These 
publishers come the nearest to being the practical 
conscience of the country~' Better than confused 
clergy~ 1~~. 
L~ck as a factor in the success of a cartoonist 
u 
intrigued three respondents. Respondent 23 mentioned that 
he was tremendously lucky ;in having ~1.a strip accepted by a 
-
major syndicate when I was scarcely 18 years old --- for the 
next ten or 15 years I was still the·tyoungest artJ.ist in 
the business - a business then just beginning to expand. 11 
He compared his situation with that of today 1 s cartoonist. 
ttThe usual struggle to get a strip started is much more 
~::\ 
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is much more complicated --- few ~nhappily) ever get the 
breaks - or have the luck I did. 11 
-Respondent 24 commented on the matter of luck: 
11Having once worked quite hard, once ob-
sessed.:vli th the idea of becoming a cartoonist 
and becoming successful in the field, I can 
only f~el compassion for the youngsters to 
follow.' There will be an increasingly com-
petitive. struggle with the possibility of 
ever narrowing opportunities.~~. 
#44 emphasized: u.the breaks! Without mine I~ d sti'll be 
punching a time clock in my home town. ~~ 
Two respondents commented upon the length of time the 
cartoonist has V>rorked on his comic strip. j8 daid he did the 
strip longer than the creator. #18 said he had been a comic 
strip writer for 17 years. 
In the eighth category, creative suffering; we see one 
eloquent commentary by respondent 1.~1. 
nThere is little I can add to the abov~ 
except.possibly to mention the creative suffering 
endured by some of my brethren who undergo 
extreme travail in gestation~' SomB .pace the 
floor for hours trying desperately to spark 
one faint glimmer that will ultimately become 
pyrotechnically spectacular. Others exude ideas 
like fountains of fire~ My heart bleeds for those 
1.Mb.o die a little each time their cerebellum is 
tapped. Their name is legion .. Maft it never pass 
that I shall become one of them.'.!. 
. ~ 
The next group conc~rns miscellaneous comments. Respon-
dent 32 commented that collaboration could be npleasantl;Y; 
creative -vmrk vvhen there is1mutual respect. Tt 
I 
l06~i 
#37 spoke of' his ambition to enter the f'ield of political 
cartooning. #60 wrote at length of the cartoonist 1 s re-
moteness from others in the profession: 
":Bhere is C>.:iil.Bt!thought regardin$ an artist, 
whether cartoonistbor illustrator (often one 
and the same)., that may not often be considered, 
and that is his remoteness f'rom other sin his 
professi'on~ whereas docto:ss; lawyers; and others 
of the f'amilar professions have a feeling of 
association with many others of his field.' I 
wonder how this isolation contributes to his 
individualized thinking, freedom of' development. 
He is even to a great extent, free of any tight 
supervisony binds from the syndicate; the mails 
being their closest lim.lts. This is a position 
that is peculiarly unique in a world that has 
set a standard of success, dress;· behavior; 
home; and family lif'e; etc. It sounds like he 
is the true missing link between !beat 1 and 
1 society, 1 each of these being considered 
extremes. The cartoonist~illustrator can watch 
from the middle and wish everyone could enjoy 
his vantage pdlJllJht !t~: 
Four respondents promised to ·send in comic strip orig-
inals to the Commtmicati'ons Research Center. 
The last category of the last question concerned add-
itional pertinent questlons that three respondents f'elt 
might be added to the survey.' The first respondent raised 
three interes:bing points: 
11It might be interestilug to knOW (a) I<Thether 
artists 1 children show any of' the :rather's bent, 
(b) whether his family reads his strip regularly, 
(c) what assistance the artist who signs the strip 
has in writing or drawing it. n 
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In answer to these three questions it might be pointed 
out (a) whether cartoonist show any of their father 1 s in-
clination is pax•tly ans;;·rered in questi'on 13; the father 1 s 
occupation. It might be interesting to have a follow up 
survey on the carto'onists and their families; but at present 
this is b:eyond the scope of this survey. (b) is a dif'fi·cult 
question to check without personal interviews~; The last 
question does have some merit because our study has shoV>m 
some of today 1 s cartoonist once working as cartoonists 1 
assistants. It would seem that the extensive vmrk involved 
in producing a comic strip requires the help of an assistant .. 
It would be interesting to check on how much assistance 
cartoonists have.· 
#48 said we should have asked whether or not a man had 
or had not served in the armed forces. ni think that the 
military has a great deal of effect on a man 1 s way of' think-
ing.11 The most bitlllg comments came f'rom a professional 
fiction writer who attacked our questions on marriage, 
family; politics; and mon.ey earned.' He asked for questions 
of a professional nature.: Respondent 30 \'V!'ote: 
HYou are the professional compiler of quest-
ionnaires, and therefore I suppose should be pre-
sumed to know what you are doing.: But I must say 
that I find your thinking dif'ficult to follow.· 
Besides questions which I consider impertinent, 
and :b...ave so indicated; you have others which 
seem to me completely irrelevant, such as those 
about marital status and size of' family. 
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110n the other hand; you pass over an enormous 
number of what seems to me more potentially ~nfor­
mative questions such as: hours of work? Longhand; 
typing, or dictati'on'? \''f!'lere do you get y.our ideas 
for characters? For plots? What strips do you like 
besides your ovm7 Why ~nd.so forth- but all quest-
ions relating to .methods and professional interests. 
In other vmrds your slant seems -to·-be much -more 
sociological than technological. Which does not 
seem tR me to fit the defin~~eprovince of your 
study. 1 
Following the main points of #30 1 s comments, first we 
defend the sociological aspects of this paper because -vre are 
attempting to draw a sociological ~§~@~~i$fo~ht~ep~?~~oonist, 
13-~tlail:t~~s-vr~ats:r•:t}e&~t:eillpt~n:t~ k~o"&tili.§Qg~ previously been attemptec ~i 
~reed; th:l.'s survey of the cartoonist does not not delve 
too deeply into the working habi'ts of the cartoonists.< Q, 
Question 25, supplementary art techEd.'ques ~ was answered in 
detailed analysis by one only one man. So it might be inter-
esting in analysing vmrk habits of cartoonists to go into 
detail on this;· but vle }:"l_ad limited space in this question-
naire, ru~d some intriguing questions not directly related to 
the survey had to be eliminated. 
In concluding this chapter, it would seem that the 
average cartoonist drifted into cartooning, that he concen-
trates on both continuity and art as opposed to either 
separately; that he uses simple supplementary art techniques 
that his daily strip may fall below 100 papers in ci"rculatio: 
but most cartoonists average .over 200 papers. 
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The Sttnday circulation of the average cartoonist is under 100 
papers. One fourth of the cartoonists worked on a a second 
strip, and as i'Tith the first on:e they concentrated on both 
aspects. 
Some 3gfo of the respondents admitted ghosting strips, 
claimed they had no particular feelings about ghosting~ and 
said they undertook ghosting mainly for economic reasons. 
Asked what would be the most predominant kind of a new strip 
for them; they placed humor well in first poSiti.on. 
Over 81% of the cartoonists said they were satisfied 
vri. th their syndicate relationships.' For positive aspects; 
friendly relations came first, but with negative aspects 
financial differences predominated., Concerning the future of 
the Americru~ comic strip, the average cartoonist is pessimis-
tic, although some see the future as bright and some as 
challenging. 
The largest group of respondents make between $15~ 000 
to $25;000 annually. Their income is solely comic strip for 
the most part~ 1 Most cartoonists ~e~dntl-~1lP~~E>:e~~,usually 
local papers. They are also voracious magazine readers but 
t.heir reading patterns are- not homogenous. except that Life 
and Time are their favorite magazines. Cartoonists belong tc 
..... 
many organizations and significently over 57% in the survey 
belong to the National Cartoonist Society. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUBION 
Now that this survey has investigated each of the 44 
questions, we can begin to form a definitive portrait of the 
American cartoonist. This composite portrait is based on 
the replies of 63 respondents, making almost a 21% response 
from a population of 301 syndicated cartoonists. Of these 
301, 125 belonged to the National Cartoonist Society, and the 
remaining 176 \'Tere found 1n. the Editors & Publishers Syndi-
cate directory for 1968. Or the 63 returns, 35 (53.55%) were 
members of the National cartoonist S~ciety, while 27 (46.45%) 
were non-NOS members. One great advantage of the NOS mailing 
was that the questionnaire was mailed directly to the cartoor-
ists and not through an in.termediary~J ~lso Mort walker; then 
NOS president; wrote an introductory covering letter.' 
There are only 42 questions discussed, since questi'on 1 
the name of the cartoonists, and questi·on 26, the name of 
his strip or strips; remains anonymous. The respondent on 
looking over the questioonaire, found it divictecl into four 
sections: Personal Data, covering the first ten questions; 
Family Data, covering the next ten questions; Pre-Cartooning 
----- - _.,_-=:c-__::.._ II -- --'- --~: 
l~==r=~============================~== ll.2~' 
u 
Work Experi1ence, the next two questions; and Proi'essional 
D~ta; the remaining questions~ 
a 
As vve examine each question, we shall explain the 
underlying purpose and whether the answers matched our 
expectations:! The open-ended questions drew the strongest 
reactions; since they reflected attitudes and opinions. 
f t t ..p t t t 1./. ., The irs ques ion OJ. in eres o us was rr2, birthplace. 
our preliminary conjecture w-as that most cartoonists were 
born in the New York area, and that the second largest group 
would be midvresterners. This question was divided into i'i ve 
categories: ,ll) i'oreign, · (2) south, (3) northeast; (4) centra~"'­
midwest, and (5) wes t. However; our research i'indings showed 
dii'feren.t coE.clusions than expeEted~' 
Referring to our i'irst table·~ we see. that the greatest 
number oi' our respondents came from the midwest; not the 
northeast. 30 respondents (48. 39%), almost half, hailed i'rom 
the midwets. In second place came the northeasterners, with 
2l respondents (33.87%); a little more ;}!;han a third~ The 
westerners lagged behind with only seven respondents (11.27%). 
There were two respondents each (3.27%1 for the foreign and 
southern groups. 
Question 3 asks how old are the respondents? We suspect 
ed that they would not be young men; and we were right in 
regard to their average age. The categories are· as follow: 
(l) under 20, (2) 20-24; (3) 25-29, (4)30-34, (5) 35-39, 
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~6) 40-44, (7) 45-49, (8) 50-54, (9) 55-60, (10) 60-64; (11) 
65 & over, and (12) no answerr Thls question also determined 
to some extent the amount of new blood in the cartooning 
profession. 
Cartoomng is not a young man.'s profession.; as we see 
no entries until the age of 25 with t~vo respondents (3.'23%). 
The second active category, ages 30-34, also has only two 
respondents.
1 
The third category~ ages 35-39; has five 
respondents (8.65%). The :t~~e.st grouping i's between 40 and 
44 with 15 r~~pondents (23.87%) There are eight respondents 
(12. 90%) in the 45-49 c~tegory; and in the 50-54 category 
there are 12 :e-sspondents (19.'35%). In the 55-59 age group 
there respondents ~14. 52%); in the 60-64 category three 
respondents ans~ver~d ( 4.:84%) ; and there were six respondents 
( 9·'6a%) over the age of 65 .' 
vl e notethat, while there are no cartoonists under the 
age of 25, some cartooni'sts over the age of 65 are still 
working. This is explained by the nature of cartooning; it is 
contract work~ and as long as the cartoonist does satisf "tv:r· 
work, his age does not matter. Being extremely competitive 
work, with a dwindling market, younger cartoonists find less 
oportunity., It is very difficult at this time to gain adm.it-
j;ance to the ranks of syndicated cartoondom; thus the average 
cartoonist is middle-aged~i 
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vre can dispose olii the question: are cartoonists primarily 
!male or female? We find that 61 cartoonists (96,83%) are men; 
so "\ve can conclude tlJ.at cartooning is a man's profession) It 
!might be that the long period needed to break into the pro-
fession eliminates mo~t female cartoonists. 
Marital status was the subject of question 5. We had six 
lm::~.i n categories: (1) married & libing with spouse, ( 2) married 
& seperated, (3) divorced and now Ul1.Illarried; (4) never married~ 
(5) divorced and remarried, (6) widow or widower; and (7) 
no ansvrer. 
Of our 62 respondents; 51 (83.87%)were married and living 
with their spouses.Only seven of the 62 have been divorced. 
Two of that seven -vrere unmarried ivhile five of the seven 
remarried~ Some three respondents never married, and one 
respondent was a widower. 
Tfte next question, 6; asks the number of children the 
.,. -
cartoonist has. \rfe had five categories: (1) no children, (2) 
one, (3) two to three, (4) four or more, and (5) no answer. 
- -
The largest group, 29 respondents (47.42%) had tY.ro to 
three children~ The ~ext largest group. 13 (20~65%) had four 
or more children. There were 10 respondents,e&.ch, for the 
category of no children and the category of one child. Not 
only are our cartoonists married, but they have medium or 
even large families~! 
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The seventh question concerns educatibn; 7a asks for the 
. ...,! 
highest level of education attained~ and 7b inquires into 
art school educati:on specifically., The categories are (1) 
grammar school~i (2) some high school; (3) high school, (4) 
some college, (5) college graduate; (6) other school; and ( 7) 
no answer. 
When comics were born at the end of the nineteenth 
century; unless a ypung man had fairly wealthy parents he 
never finished high.school, not to mention coll~ge. Many of 
the early cartoonists left school before they were 16, and 
they 1.~ent to work in newspapers as office boys; copy boys; 
and apprentice artists~( 
The pattern of education todaynhas changed with a trend 
towards post-high school education in college or art school. 
There were only two cartoonists (3.23%) with only a grammar 
school education; four respondents (6,.45%) had some high 
school; and 16 (25.81%) had completed high school. But the 
lqrgest single category of 19 respondents (30.65%) attended 
college; and the second highest category, 17 (27.42%), com-
pleted college. Four respondents (6.'45%) attended other 
schools.· 
The second part of-#7 concerns the extent of art 
education the artists b.ad. There are four sections: (l) some 
correspondente school, (2) correspondence school completed, 
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(3) some resident art school; and (4) resident art school 
completed. 
Of the 52 respondents who answered this question, 34 
(65.38%) had attended- a:et sch~o1, but only two respondents 
(3.86%) graduated from art school. -However~ there were 12 
art school graduates (25.08%) of the correspondence variety; 
while only four (7. 70%) attended but did not complete 
-. 
correspondence art school. 
The cartoonists tended to finish cor:eespondence art 
s~hool but seldom completed resident art school. Perhaps 
this is because the artists lacked sufficent funds to finish 
resident art sch0ols~i We might speculate that the parents of 
the college-attending respondents were more wealthy than the 
art school studentst parents . Also since many of the artists 
were working at art jobs during art school; they may have 
felt that practical experience was of more valuenthan a 
degree .. 
Present day cartoonists have bad professional training ii 
school and long previous work experience., Having acquired 
certain trade skills these people are pnof~ssionals, althou~ 
they are not graduates of a formal curriculum. 
Questions 8; 9, and 10 relate to honors won during 
high school, college, and art school respectively. Each 
question has at least four categories: (l) scholarships, 
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$2) a·wards, (3) social honors, and (4) unrelated. The questior 
h 
relating to high school and college also includea a category 
on athletic honors. 
Awards and scholarships predominated in all three groups/ 
But the main problem was that most ca:r>toonists paid little 
attention to winning honors save in college. This may be partJ~ 
attributed to their lack of s~are time. 
Family Data covers the next ten questions. In questions 
~ 
ll and 12, the I'esidence of the cartoonist, first up to age 
10, and then from age 10 to 18. A comparison of questions 
1.1 and 12 will show· whether the family emvironment changed~ 
Questions 11 and 12 each have five categories each: (1) fore~§ 
eigh, (2) U.s. rural or s~a;Ll to,,m. (3) medium~ (4) large, 
and (5) no answer. 
The average cartoonist under the age of 10 lived in a 
small. tovm; there wer..e 26(41.90%) in that category. 20 (32.267<) 
lived in large cities, while l.lr- (22.58%) lived in medium sizec 
cities, and only four of our respondents 1vere born outside 
this country. One reason for so many respondents coming from 
small towns and rural areas would be that our population 
largely came from s~all towns a generation or two ago. Also 
the percentage from t11e cities is a reflection of whel..,e the 
other large group of Americans lived~ ~-1ost of our cartoonists 
were born before the migrations to the suburbs began. 
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Questions 13 and 14 concern the parents 1 occupations. 
There are eleven categories: (l) professional, (2) clerical, 
(3) service, (4) skilled, (5) unslrilled, (6) managerial, (7) 
farmer, (8) operatives & kindred, (9) sales, (10) retired, 
and ( lT) no answer. 
61 of the fathers 1 occupations but only 21 of the mother~ 
occupations were mentioned. Tfie largest group answering 
comprised professional people. But there are 13 (21.38%) of 
the men while there are 12 (57.14%) of the vmmen. Hm•rever, 
the single Itargest male category 1vas the managerial with 16 
respondents (26.20%) The second largest group of women, three 
(9.5~), fell in the service }j.ob classification. Interestin~l:v C..fO '-' -v 
enough, both male and female each had three respondents in 
the service field. There \'lere two lt'TOmen "'vho made their liVing 
as saleswomen while five men worked as salesmen. Six men 
(9. 84%) "''iere operatives and t1'lo (3~ 285"b) were farmers. There 
were no 1vomen in either category. 
Regardingppoli tical affiliation, we discovered that of 
the 58 respondents, 23 (39.66%) considered themselves and 
their parents as Republicans. Twelve (20.69%) considered that 
they and their parents v;ere Democrats. Some 23 of Dhe car-
toonists claimed adherence to a different political faith 
than that of their parents. 
The size of the cartoonist 1 s family, question 16, was 
included to give us an understanding of his economic milieu. 
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The categories for this question are: (l) small (parents & 
only child), (2) medium (two or three), (3) large (four or 
more), and- (4) no answer:· 
The largest group came from families with two or three 
children, with 32 (51.69%) of the 62 respondents answering. 
' 
The second largest category was 21 (23.8~~) for families 
with four or more children~ The smallest group; the only 
child category, had nine (14.52%) of the respondents. 
Tied in with the size of the cartoonist 1 s family are 
(l) changes in the father 1 s financial circumstances, and 
(2) the father's financial circumstances after the cartoonist 
completed high school~ 
23 of the 62 respondents, that is 35.48%, reported a 
change in their father's financial circumstances before and 
after high school graduation~. But the majority, 39 (64.52%) 
had the same financial circumstances all through their youth. 
The financial circumstances of the cartoonists 1 fathers, 
as determined from the post-high school period of the car-
toonists were as ftollow: (l) poor, four (6.45%); (2) moder-
ately poor;· 14 (22.58%)? (3) average, 41 (66.13%); (4) 
moderatel~ wealthy, two (3.23%); and (5) wealthy, one (1.61%) 
Very few of the cartooning respondents came from rich 
families, and only three consideFed themselves above the 
average financially. More than two thirds considered 
themselves in average circumstances. More than one fourth 
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lived in near poverty or ac~ual poverty. 
The average financial picture is that of the lower 
middle class, where an appreciation ol[" success and high 
mobility 1-vould be instilled. However, while our cartoonists 
vrere motivated to seek further education~ their families had 
limited monetary resources~' 
Religous affiliation ·was dealt with in question 18 
v-rith five main classificatibns: (l) Protestant, (2) Roman 
Catholic, (3) Jewish, (4) other, and (5) none. There were 
34 Protestants (54.84%), ll Catholics (17. 74%), six Jews 
(9.68%), two others (3~23%), and nine in the non-religous 
category (l4. 52%). There were about as many Protesta.nts 
percentagewise as in the general population, but the Catholic 
percentage was lower while the Jewish percentage was higher. 
Seventeen of the 59 answering said they attended churcr 
almost every week; this is the largest single categ_ory, v-ri th 
28.81%. Fourteen (23.73%) answered that they went to church 
at least four times a year~; And the same percentage said 
they went one to three times a year, as did those who 
claimed jlio never attend chlilrch servi'ces. 
We note that eleven (17.48%) of the cartoonists had 
different religous affiliations than their parents. 
The cartoonists first began to support themselves at 
three. different age levels:· {l) under 18, 15 (23.87%); 
(2) u_nder 21, 26 (41.90%); and (3) over 21, 21 (33.87%). 
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Most of the cartoonists supported themselves before they 
could vote; lfttle more than. a third were over 21 before they 
were on their own, and this may be part~y attributed to some 
17 graduating from college and two from art school. 
The 21st questi'on concerned the pre-cartooning vmrk 
experiences of the cartoonists. 21 (a) concerned the w·riting 
experiences of the cartoonists; 21 (b) concerned the art 
experiences; and 21 (c) concerned the other vmrking exper-
iences of the cartoonists. 
21 (a), ~r~iting employment, revea~ed that most of the 
writers had ·worked on ne\vspapers in vario;yts capacities, 
reporter being the ... most frequent with seven of the 29 
respondents ( 24.14%) . There were four respondents each 
(13.45%) working as edilltors, feature writers or free-lance 
v1ri ters. There vrere three former script-vlri ters anf tbree 
former copy boys. There was one novelist as well as one 
sportswriter. 
The second part of the question, 21 (b), concerning 
art employment, elicited lOO responses. The largest group 
worked as cartoonists outside of the strip fiwld (23%). 
Next, with ll% are the illustrators; and then came the 
advertising artists and the newspaper artists, each with 
lO%. Six percent worked as cartoonist 1 s assistants or as 
sports artists, and five percent each worked in animation 
or in comic books. Three percent each worked as artist 
instructors, newspaper cartoonists, or portrait painters. 
Two were either card designers or draftsmen; and one 
percent were enagaged as a snow sculptor or a plans & 
training artist. 
The 22nd-questiori asked what benefits the cartoonist 
derived from his past ·working experience that he could now· 
apply in doing his strip. Of the fifty answers; the largest 
group, 22 (44%), claimed an avrareness of human relations as 
the most important benefit. Fifteen of the cartoonists (3o%) 
menti'oned learning cartooning skills. Six (l2~b) claimec1 their 
previous work had no influence, while five (10%) claimed 
their previous work led them imto cartooning. 
Question 23 asked for an explanation of how the car-
toonists entered cartooning. Of the 55 respondents, 22 ( 4o,%) 
said they just drifted into cartooning~ Eleven (20%) always 
wanted to be cartoonists; seven (12.·73%) submitted strips 
to the syndicates; and four (7.23%) were asked to work on 
a strip by the syndicate. 
The 24th question attempted to discover ho\"l many of 
the cartoonists concentrated on art, continuity, or both 
art and continuity. Of the 6e respondents; 43 (71.67%), the 
large majority, wprked on both elements. Eleven (18.33%) 
worked on art; and six (lO%) worked as continuity writers. 
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The 25th question, supplementary art techniques; was 
answered as follows: (1) simple art techniques, 14 (45-16%) 
of the 29 respondents; (2) photograhy, five (16.13%); (3) 
thinking; four (12.90%); (4) donrt know; four (12.90%); and 
. -
(5) planning stages; one (3.23%). 
The majority of the cartoonist did not answer the 
question; of those who did answer the question, the majority 
use simple art techniques.' It seems that f1_ardly any of the 
cartoonists use complicated art procedures. 
Skipping #26, the name of the strip or strips~ we come 
to the ntunber of daily and Sunday newspapers in which the 
cartoonistrs strip appeared. Daily circulation figures were 
provided by 42 respondentst two third of the sample. There 
were eight categories: (1) under 100; 11 (26.19%); (2) 
101-150, six (14. 29%); (3) is1-200 ,four (9.52%); (4) 201-300, 
seven (17~'71%); (5) 301-400, 10 (23.80%); (6) 401-500; two 
(4. 76%); and (7) over 500, t-.;qo (4.76%). There were 21 of' the 
63 respondents who did not ans"'i'rer this question. 
Sunday circulation had these categories: (1) under 100, 
23 (53.49%) of the 43 answering; (2) 101-150, six (13.95%); 
(3) 151-200, seven (16.42%); (4) 201-300; five (11.24%); and 
(5) 301-400, tl'lO (4.69%). 
--Comparing dailY and Sunday circulation categories, we 
fom~d that the daily papers ntunbered above 500, while the 
Sunday papers numbered under 400. Both circulation groups 
• 
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found the largest single category having under 100 papers. 
However, for daily papers this is serious, while for Sunday 
papers it is less critical because of the higher revenues 
on Sunday strips. 
Of our 63 respondents, only 16 (26.4%) worked on more 
than one strip. Of these 16 cartoonists, nine (56.25%) work 
on both art and continuity, two each (12.50%) work on art or 
continuity, and three did not answer specifically. 
Questions, 29, 30, and 31 inquire into the subject of 
ghosting. We found that 24 (39.48%) of the cartoonists ~~d 
ghosted. Asked their feelings about ghosting, the responses 
V'rere as follows: (1) seven (30.43%) approved of ghosting, si:z 
(26.09%) resented ghosting, and lO (43.48%) said they ~~d no 
particular feelings while ghosting. The reasons for ghosting 
were primarily economic, 11 (47.83%); opport~mity, seven 
(30.43%); and creator incapacitated, five (21.74%). 
When the cartoonists were askea what nev-1 kinds of strip 
they vmuld like to do, 31 of the 55 (56. 38%) said they 
preferred humor strips. Adventure strips with six (10.91%) 
was next; this was followed by family strips with t~~ee 
respondents (5. 45%) . Five of the respondents ( 19. 09%) said 
they vvould do the same as they are now doing; and lO ( 18. 18% 
preferred not to release their plans as they were consideri~ 
ne'V'T strips. According to some of our respondents; humor 
strips are now-the favorites of syndicates. 
-==~~==========================~==~ 
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Questions 33, 34, and 35 concerned s~~dication~· Question 
33 asks whether the cartoonist likes or dislikes his syndi-
cate arrangements. O:f the 60 who ans1"1ered; 49 ( 81 .. 67%); the 
vast majority were satisfied; but ll (18.'33%) disliked the 
arrangements. 
The 34th question, the positive aspects o:f syndicate 
arrangements, :found r~:friendly relationships 11 :favored most 
with 19 (36.52%) of the 52 respondents; next was editorial 
freedom, 11~ ( 26 .. 92%) ; eight ( 15. 58%) like the money angle; 
six (11. 54%) .. lauded the busi1~ess ability of their syndicates; 
three (5-77%) owned their strips and were content. Three 
(5.77%) liked the selling and the promotion of the syndicate~:I-
On the 35th question, what displeases them most about 
their syndicate arrangements; un:fair :financial contracts 
vrere mentioned by 10 ( 25%) of the 40 answering. Not owning 
the copyright piqued nine (22. 50%); lack of promotibn irked· 
eight (20%); poor editorial work antagonized five (l2.5~fo); 
no security if the strip ended bothered three (7.5~%); and 
poor relationships with the syndicate bothered t1"10 (5%) • 
Comparing #34 and #35, friendly relations are liked 
most, while unfair financial arrangements are disliked 
most. A~stract categories such as friendship and editorial 
.. , ... 
freedom pleased our respondents but concrete problems like 
money controversies and not owning the cmpyright bothered 
them most~' 
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T~e 36th question asked the cartoonists about the 
l.', 
future of the American comic strip.' Of the 5l).r~hGJtagBw-aped; 
the largest group, 16 (30.19%); saw the future as bleak. 
Eleven (20.76%) saw the future as bright or as enduring 
relatively unchanged; nine (16.98%) saw the future as chall-
enging, with a challenge that can be met; four (7.55%) \t'rrote 
of the predominant strip of the future; and two .. (3. 75%) sairv 
the future as exactly the same.· 
The 37th_question asked.about the cartoonists 1 income. 
Of the 51 cartoonists; vrho a.nswered or 81%, the largest 
group; 15 (29.41%) make between $15;ooo and $25,000 annually 
. . 
The $1o;ooo-$15;ooo and the $25;ooo-$5o~ooo, the two cate-
gories above and below the largest category~ each had nine 
(17.6%%); these three groups comprised 66% of the total. 
Three (5.B8%) make under $7 ,500; between $7~500 and 
$1o;oo6, and.last between.$lo;ooo and $15;ooo. One (1.98%) 
earned between $75,000 and $1oo;uoo; and two (3.9270 
earned over $150,000. 
The average cartoonist does very well financially, as 
only 5.88% made under $7,500, and the salary r~$ extends 
to well over $150,000. A top cartoonists can make·more than :.c 
a corporation executive and :a:J.nLost as much as at.top movie 
star~ 
Jl=· ===F==============================~==~ 
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Supplementary income, the subject of question ~8, 
reveals 19 (3p.16%) stating they have additional income. Of 
this 19, six (31.57%) do outside adver~i_sing jobs; three 
(15.79%) work at·comic books or have investments or do 
magazine art work; two (10.52%) are engaged in greeting 
card work or are involved in writing. 
We learned that 55 (87.30%) read newsp:i}pers, that 57 
(90.48%) read magazines - Lif'e and Time are most popular. 
53 (84.1~%) belong to. clubs or societies; 36 (57 .14%) belong 
to the National Cartoonist Society~· 57 (90~'48%) have 
hobbies, with photograph~ as the leader. We had 51 (80.94%) 
sports enthusiasts; amomg which golf is the most favored 
sport. 
In the last question, additional comments. 32 (50-79%) 
ansv1ered. There wer.e eleven categories: (1) favorable atti tuc e 
towards th~ survey, three (9.38%); (2) poo~ editorial policy 
by the syndicate, four (12.50%);. (3) criticism of the 
syndic~te percentage, two (6.18%); (4) small size of the 
strip, two (6.18%); (5) censorship; one (3.13%); (6) luck as 
a factor in succeeding, three (9•38%); (7) the length of 
time cartoonist had "\'TOr ked on the strip; two ( 6 .18%) ; ( 8) 
the creative suffering of the cartoonist, one (3.13%); (9) 
miscellaneous, seven (21.88%); (10) Originals to be mailed, 
four (12.50%), and (11) additiona~ pertinent comments, 
three (9. 38%). 
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